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Abstract
This report concentrates on presenting the predicament of life cycle mismatch
between components and the system – described as component obsolescence.
The problem seem to be most prevalent for microelectronics, where many
electronic parts have life cycles that are shorter than the life cycle of the
product they operate in. This particular life cycle mismatch caused by ob-
solete electronic parts may result in a signiﬁcant increase in costs for long
life systems. In particular, the military industry and their long life products
experience this problem on a regular basis. The impact is not limited to
the Defense industry, but the military has for several years acknowledged
that obsolescence is a considerable challenge and therefore put major fo-
cus towards reducing part obsolescence. Thus, the following report looks at
several of these eﬀorts and presents the background of their proactive and
reactive measures. Subsequently, in order to analyze the extent of the prob-
lem, as well as learning about common solutions exercised in the industry,
a survey among the foremost Norwegian original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) companies and contract manufacturers is presented. Based on the
results from the survey and the background information, the report discovers
that successful and eﬀective component obsolescence reduction goes beyond
the common reactive thinking and instead focus on proactive management.
In fact, the most cost eﬀective solutions for minimizing future component
obsolescence does not include a complicated and/or costly endeavor. On the
other hand, it includes a collaborative and proactive environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Figure 1.1 is taken from the United States Department of Defense (DoD)
and an anonymous and unidentiﬁed project[4]. The ﬁgure illustrates an
integrated circuit that has completed the US Department of Defense’s obso-
lescence health check. After the DoD concluded the evaluation and analyzing
process of the circuit, the result was a remarkable increase in expense in or-
der to continue producing the circuit. A detailed description of each future
obsolete part and the corresponding cost is presented in Figure 1.2. The ﬁg-
ure illustrates the number of years from the time of the health check (around
year 2000), where the component obsolete is highlighted and the associated
expenses described. In addition, the number to the right adds up the total
cost after each year. During the time the obsolescence health check was com-
plete, a component was already discontinued by the manufacturer, as a result
the cost of dealing with the problem was $48 000. The following year, two
components would turn obsolete and add another $149 000 to the program.
The second and third year subsequent to the health check, one component
each year would discontinue and add $116 000. Because of future obsolete
components, the circuit would cost a total of $313 000 in order to remain
active.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a circuit from the DoD[4]
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Life Cycle : Obsolete Now
Cost($)      : 48 000
Life Cycle : Obsolete 1 Year
Cost($)      : 69 000
Life Cycle : Obsolete 1 Year
Cost($)      : 80 000
Now 48 000$
1 Year 197 000$
2 Years
3 Years
265 000$
313 000$
Life Cycle : Obsolete 2 Years
Cost($)      : 68 000 
Life Cycle : Obsolete 3 Years
Cost($)      : 48 000
Figure 1.2: Similar circuit as in Figure 1.1, except the obsolete components each
year are highlighted and presented with the associated cost of dealing with the
problem.
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The high technology industry involve products which become smaller,
cheaper, better, faster and more environmentally friendly – year after year[9].
Just as Gordon Moore predicted forty years ago; the density of semicon-
ductors have doubled every 18 months. Producing parts with higher per-
formance, smaller, lighter and more reliable than the previous model, one
might expect an increase in the products life cycle. However it is in reality
only reducing the life cycle of each product, due to the ever increase in prod-
uct speciﬁcations and change in components. As a spokesman for Micron
commented;
"The market is focusing on the hottest products on the con-
sumer market. In mid 2004 the market for digital cameras is
enormous. As they are increasingly complex, the memory is more
important than ever. We see prices drop and the hottest cameras
two months ago are now in the declining phase, because of newer
and better models."
Today obsolescence continues to be discussed in almost every forum avail-
able to the technology and embedded systems industry: conferences, industry
work groups, debates and symposiums. After each discussion the same ques-
tion is left unanswered: How can we minimize the eﬀects of obsolescence?
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Figure 1.3: The diminishing semiconductor market of the Military Industry
The following chapters and sections have emphasized on responding to
this and other questions concerning parts obsolescence. Just as obsolescence
has evolved with the shorter life cycle of Personal Computer’s (PC’s) and
other electronic consumer products, the topic has developed into a predica-
ment for the industry. One part of the industry that has almost administered
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the science and technology development for decades and also often been the
primary user, is the military. Starting in the 1940’s and continuing through
the 70’s the US military was managing the electronic market[13]. In the late
70’s and into the 80’s, a larger consumer electronics product line started to
alter the previous military dominance in the semiconductor market. As the
consumer market grew and the proﬁts far exceeded the ones in the military
market, manufacturers started changing their priorities. The military with
its estimated long life systems slowly experienced a decrease in its market
shares. By the early 90’s, the military share of the United States IC market
share was less than ﬁve percent and shrinking[19]. The evolution does not
seem to change, instead manufacturers focus more on cost, weight, size and
power consumption to increase the proﬁts. Intel, Texas Instruments (TI),
Micron, Fujitsu and others have demonstrated a unique capability to engineer
major product improvements every 18 to 24 months. The older product’s
market is decreased, and along with the low volume sales not being prof-
itable, the product is ﬁnally phased out as the market quickly assimilates
the new and improved product. The semiconductor market with computer,
telecommunication and consumer industries will at the end of 2005 have
purchased 95% of all available electronic components. The military indus-
try however, will acquire less than 0.3% of the total[19], refer to Figure 1.3.
The major setback of the military industry might not necessarily be the loss
in market and superior inﬂuential status, but the fact that the designs and
technological systems are so diﬀerent the military’s. If the systems and parts
were designed closer to meet the military standards, as for instance meeting
their demand of long lasting life cycle, the loss of market share and inﬂuence
might be tolerable. Most current industrial designs are in production for
three years or less. Referring to Figure 1.4 and the B-52 bomber, which has
an expected life cycle out 2040, giving it a life span of over 90 years. With
the technological development seen the past decades and the military’s de-
mand for robust and long lasting systems as the B-52 bomber, the military
has focused immensely on obsolescence and the shortage in component life
cycles. Because of this focus the military may have developed a competitive
edge compared to other industries and areas. Therefore a large amount of
the research and background material in the report has its upbringing in
their work and results. The report has been divided into two main parts,
where the ﬁrst part describes the obsolescence problems and the second and
last part investigates methods to minimize component obsolescence.
Part I, initially describes the function of each member in the technological
Supply Chain, refer to Chapter 2. The report concentrates on the importance
of understanding the function of the manufacturers, suppliers, Original Elec-
tronic Manufacturer’s (OEM), customers, and the interaction between these
groups. In order to keep the Supply Chain organized and structured, compa-
nies are developed and assigned to form standard documents that function
as a guide in the world semiconductor industry. Electronic Industry Alliance
12
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Figure 1.4: Military Weapon Life Cycles[29]
(EIA) and Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC) are subse-
quently introduced in the report and illustrate the need of general obsolete
and technical guidelines. Accordingly Chapter 3 covers the proactive work
that is currently being practiced by the industry. A proactive approach on
the topic of component obsolescence includes the ability to implement and
consider obsolescence early in a design phase. By acknowledging the fact
that a system consists of components that has a reduced life cycle, a system
may prolong its life. Even though the Original Electronic Manufacturer’s
apply similar ways to minimize future obsolescence, the pioneer on the topic
has been the military industry and consequently the focus is on their proac-
tive management plans. The proactive work is focused on implementing a
management plan that considers obsolescence in the designing stage. By
making critical assessments, one may minimize the future of obsolescence
accordingly. Chapter 4 regards the reactive work currently dominating the
semiconductor industry. When an actual system or product needs redesign
because of one or more of the components have turned obsolete, the company
needs to initiate a reactive approach. Opposed to a proactive approach and
a prediction of the obsolete situation, the reactive approach considers dif-
13
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ferent strategies when obsolescence primarily is discovered, thus need quick
decisions in order to prolong the life of the system and reduce additional
costs.
Part II describes a more biased view on how to manage and minimize
future component obsolescence. Opposed to a lot of today’s work on reduc-
ing obsolescence problems, where the focus seem to be at a reactive point
of view, Part II focus on the proactive work. By including the industry
with their experience, problems and even solutions it has been possible to
deﬁne certain eﬀorts that are more successful than others. The survey of the
Norwegian Industry in Chapter 6, describes the foundation of these obser-
vations. The survey covers the extent component obsolescence has on the
Norwegian industry, and also the common methods that are eﬀectuated to
minimize it. From the analysis and result of this survey, the most successful
solutions have been investigated further throughout the report. Chapter 7
explain the components’ life cycle and the importance of understanding each
of the cycles. By being able to comprehend a part life cycle, it may be possi-
ble to predict the future obsolescence. Thus, a real time forecasting method
is evaluated and tried applied with some real life data. Another method of
minimizing component obsolescence, with registered valid and successful re-
sults, is industry collaboration. Chapter 8 illustrates that the industry does
not need to search for a complicated or costly approach, as implementing
a collaborative environment seem to increase the awareness of obsolescence
and subsequently reduce future discontinuations. The chapter exempliﬁes
how collaboration may be applied in the industry, such as implementing a
Teaming Group. At the end, Chapter 9 presents a Flow diagram which
summarizes the result and solution presented throughout the report. Two
state ﬂow diagrams present a strategy for a proactive eﬀort and a reactive
approach for dealing with part obsolescence.
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Chapter 2
Supply Chain
2.1 Introduction
The rapid growth of the electronics industry has spurred dramatic changes
in the semiconductor industry. Increase in speed, reductions in die size
and supply voltage, along with changes in interconnection and packaging
technologies, are continuously generating new and improved parts. At the
same time as changes are becoming more frequent, the industry’s supply
chain has become more complex. The general deﬁnition of a supply chain is:
a chain beginning with raw material and ending with the sale of
the ﬁnished product to end-users.
This chain includes and normally starts with manufacturers, which are pro-
ducing the components. The chain continues with product suppliers that
distribute the parts for use in assembling a product, and the customers who
at the end purchase the supplier’s product for integration into a system.
However, the electronics industry supply chain has along with the rest of
the development expanded into a variety of options. Foucher[12] disputes
that since the number of part suppliers has been greatly reduced and an
increasing amount of product development is being outsourced, distributors
and contract manufacturers have increased their signiﬁcance. As argued by
Foucher[12], Mounkes[23] and others, such factors contribute to transfer the
supply chain into a web of companies with diﬀerent and specialized compe-
tences. Understanding how a product moves from the manufacturer to the
end user simpliﬁes the choices and helps maintaining a panorama view that
contributes to retrieve the required information. The information may be
beneﬁcial when retrieving obsolescence information and part speciﬁcations.
As the increased complexity of supply chain structures has complicated the
change tracking process and other notiﬁcations, whether it being discontin-
uations or Last Time Buys (LTB), the following sections will describe the
supply chain of the electronic industry. Initially, the ﬁrst section deﬁnes the
16
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distribution and classiﬁcation of the diﬀerent companies and categorizations.
Further, organizations maintaining and supervising the supply chain are in-
troduced. In addition, certain case studies regarding the industry and the
use of industry standards and guidelines are presented.
2.2 Classiﬁcation of the Supply Chain
According to Foucher[12], the relationship between each member of the sup-
ply chain is bi-directional; the actions by the members have consequences
both up and down the chain. His illustration of today’s supply chain is pre-
sented in Table 2.1. The rapid evolution in the industry has aﬀected the
supply chain, which in time has forced the companies to consistently evolve
and discover new methods and techniques in keeping the proﬁts up. The era
of one company producing everything from the parts, to complete software
solutions has passed. These companies have been forced to make changes to
adapt to the ever increasing technology development and shifted their focus
more to their core competence.
Supply Chain
Solution Description
Manufacturers Producers of electronic components, e.g., logic devices, mi-
croprocessors, and capacitors
Distributors Warehouse operators and retailers of electronic parts who per-
form storage, handling, order processing, shipping, and other
services
Suppliers Procurers of electronic parts who assemble sub-systems or
systems, e.g., line replaceable units(LRU’s) for airplanes, ﬁeld
replacement units(FRU’s) for telecommunication companies,
PCMCIA cards for computer companies.
System Design-
ers
Companies or entities designing systems/sub-systems, who
make decisions about the complete system design.
Customers Developers and integrators of ﬁnal products, e.g., aircraft
manufacturers, missile manufacturers, and computer manu-
facturers.
Users Users of the ﬁnal product like airlines, military operational
and combat divisions, data processing ﬁrms, and engineering
companies.
Regulatory
Agencies
Authorities determining the speciﬁcations for ﬁnal products,
including military standard agencies, the FAA, large utilities
and companies.
Table 2.1: Foucher’s description of the technological Supply Chain[12]
There has been a major expansion of the number of electronic part dis-
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tributors and contract manufacturers the last decade, which in time has inﬂu-
enced the technology development. Distributors are among the manufactur-
ers’ largest customers. They build close relationships with the manufactur-
ers and provide added services, such as warranty and return responsibilities,
programming, lead ﬁnishing and solder ability evaluation. Manufacturers
believe that through these value-added services and close customer contacts,
distributors can actually help create more demand for their products. Some
distributors also increase the collaboration with manufacturers by handling
their increasing amount of Last Time Buy (LTB) notiﬁcations. These noti-
ﬁcations are distributed to customers by a manufacturer when preparing to
end production of a component, the process is described in detail in Section
2.3 on page 18. Contract manufacturers, on the other hand, perform Printed
Circuit Board (PCB) assembly work for equipment suppliers. These manu-
facturers also play a major role in the electronics industry and perform up to
70% of the semiconductor component purchases[12]. Contract manufactur-
ers are also becoming centers for technology development and integration, as
they assume responsibility for design, manufacturing and testing work. Dur-
ing the period between 1990 and 1997, contract manufacturer’s increased
their revenues from $4.4 billion U.S. to $16.2 billion U.S. and the number is
still growing[12].
In the early years of semiconductor development, major users were few
and inﬂuential. These were found in the telecommunications, defense and
consumer electronic industries[19]. Since then it has grown beyond these
to include software, personal computing and information system industries.
In the United States, the semiconductor industry has grown at a rate three
times that of the overall economy in the last ten years. The semiconductor
industry is now number one in value added to the U.S. economy. Intel’s mar-
ket capitalization is actually higher than the three big American automakers
– combined! The market is dependent on the activity of companies such as
Intel, and with a market inﬂuence greater than most of its customers they
possess an enormous power. The decisions made by dominant semiconductor
manufacturers aﬀect the pace of technology change, including that of other,
less inﬂuential, semiconductor manufacturers. Most of today’s electronic
component manufacturers concentrate on the lucrative volume driven con-
sumer market. The increased sale of cellular phones, computers and portable
electronic equipment has made manufacturers realize were the ﬁnancial gain
is located. Because of their strong position, the major component manufac-
turer’s now control the future development of this consumer market.
2.3 Industry Standards & Organizations
A major concern among users and customers of electronic components are
the product discontinuations. With the supply chain including more and
18
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more parties, discontinuance notiﬁcations may be neglected, or it is diﬃcult
to know where to retrieve the necessary and accurate obsolescence infor-
mation. In order to assist and guide customers and clients in both ends
of the supply chain, some directives have been brought into action. There
has been developed certain guidelines to assist in the process of informing
adequately about any discontinuances or changes. Electronic Industry As-
sociation (EIA) promotes the market development and competitiveness of
the U.S. high-tech industry through domestic and international policy ef-
forts. Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC) serves the same
cause but with a more detailed focus on the semiconductor market and as
the standards alternative for the world semiconductor market. These two
organizations have developed standards that are set out to support the elec-
tronic industry with regards to component obsolescence and the necessary
distribution of information. EIA/JEDEC has developed Standard 46-A[7]
and Standard 48[8], these documents establish guidelines for customer no-
tiﬁcation of part discontinuation and process changes. This standard has
been republished in Europe by the International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion (IEC) as IEC/PAS 62 166[14] and IEC/PAS 62 167[15]. These standards
are directed towards all customers in the supply chain, as it clearly states;
"This standard is applicable to suppliers and aﬀected cus-
tomers of electronic components. Customer: Any organization
that has purchased a product from the supplier within the past
two (2) years and has a contract or purchase agreement with
product discontinuance notiﬁcation requirements, or requested
(and supplier agreed to provide) product discontinuance infor-
mation, or is an approved supplier agent."
Standard 46-A deﬁnes part changes, establishes change notiﬁcation policy re-
quirements, describes the content of written notiﬁcations, and suggests how
these procedures can be customized for individual customers. Under this
standard, documents called part or process change notiﬁcations (PCN’s)
form the basis of the change notiﬁcation process. Standard 46-A classiﬁes
changes as either major or minor. Major changes aﬀect form, ﬁt, function,
quality, or reliability, and necessitate the notiﬁcation of all customers. Exam-
ples of changes that are considered major are provided in Table 2.2. Minor
changes are deﬁned as those that do not aﬀect factors in the table described.
Notiﬁcation policies for minor changes depend on individual company poli-
cies and requirements speciﬁed by customer contracts, but usually no no-
tiﬁcation is provided. Examples of minor changes are the replacement of
an old transfer molding machine with an equivalently functioning new one.
The re-sequencing of tests performed on parts following manufacturing, and
recalibration of equipment.
Customer notiﬁcation of product discontinuance is also addressed by
EIA/JEDEC Standard 48, in Europe as IEC/PAS 62 167. This standard es-
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Major changes in EIA/JEDEC Standard 46-A
Solution Description
Design Major design change such as die shrink, but only as a result of
a process size change, e.g., 0.8 to 0.6 wafer fabrication process.
Wafer Fab Wafer fab site, major process ﬂow revision, wafer diameter,
diﬀusion doping, gate oxide material thickness, topside pas-
sivity material or thickness.
Assembly Assembly site, lead frame material, plating material, die at-
tach material, wire bond material, mold compound material,
marking method.
Test Elimination of test stops.
Electrical Spec Changes in AC or DC speciﬁcations, loosening min. or max.
limits or conditions.
Mechanical Spec Change in package outline, loosening dimensional tolerance.
Pack/Label Carrier dimensions, max. storage temperature, dry pack re-
quirements.
Table 2.2: Description of the EIA46 standards
tablishes the requirements for timely customer notiﬁcation of planned prod-
uct discontinuance, which will assist customers in managing end-of-life sup-
ply, or to change ongoing requirements to alternate products. This is to en-
sure continuity of supply to customers. Suppliers are requested to provide a
minimum of six months advance notice for discontinuance of multiple-source
parts, and twelve months for single source parts. As noted in the standard,
this notice should be provided in writing to all aﬀected direct customers
who have purchased the parts being discontinued during the past two years,
all direct sales channels, and all authorized distributors. At a minimum,
the notiﬁcation should include the last day for which purchase orders will
be accepted and the aﬀected part numbers. Upon request, the manufacturer
should also provide information and/or technical data to help customers ﬁnd
replacement sources for discontinued parts.
2.3.1 EIA/JEDEC’s Survey
In order to determine how closely the change notiﬁcation policies set out in
the EIA/JEDEC standards are respected, representatives of 25 large semi-
conductor part manufacturers, distributors, and contract manufacturers were
interviewed. The results were published by Murray, among others[24]. A
set of recommended assessment categories was formed: process control; han-
dling, storage, and shipping controls; corrective and preventive actions; prod-
uct traceability; and change notiﬁcation. These ﬁve categories contain the
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minimum set of criteria necessary to completely assess an electronic part
manufacturer’s ability to consistently produce quality parts, see Table 2.3.
These results from Murray’s survey have been compared to a prior study
performed by Syrus, Pecht and others[30] of 36 part manufacturers.
Table 2.3: A summary of manufacturer assessment[24]
Analyzing the results from Murray’s case study shows that change noti-
ﬁcation and product discontinuance policies used in the industry were found
to vary. Semiconductor part manufacturers, distributors, and contract man-
ufacturers each set their own policies, and may have diﬀerent policies at
diﬀerent manufacturing locations or sales oﬃces within the same company.
These companies may also provide diﬀerent levels of service to various cus-
tomer populations. Syrus’s study corroborates the result of Murray; in that
there is a variation in policies in one company located at diﬀerent sites. The
results of Murray’s study are presented in the following sections divided into
Part Manufacturer, Distributor and Contract Manufacturer to illustrate the
diﬀerences in interpreting the standards. These results are also discussed
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further in Part II of the report.
Part Manufacturer
Part Manufacturers Change notiﬁcation policies of semiconductor manufac-
turers vary depending on the individual manufacturer, the company division
or location, the type of customer, to whom the manufacturer sells most parts
and geographical location of the customer.
1) Diﬀerences by Manufacturer:
Larger semiconductor manufacturers provide change notiﬁcations in a man-
ner compliant with the EIA/JEDEC speciﬁcations. This, despite the com-
mon practice of putting disclaimers on data sheets saying that the manufac-
turer is free to make changes or discontinue parts without notice. Changes
that could aﬀect reliability or performance are usually sent out 60 to 90 days
in advance, while minor changes such as marking changes are sent out 30 to
90 days in advance. A typical timeline for product discontinuance is shown in
Figure 2.1. Primarily the part manufacturer will issue a product discontin-
uance notice. The component user then has three to six months in order to
place the last order. These may be delivered over the following six months to
one year. Subsequently, after this date no parts are available from the orig-
inal part manufacturer, though they may be available from an aftermarket
supplier, described in Chapter 4. For additional assurance that customers
do not miss a notiﬁcation, some manufacturers modify part number suﬃxes
after any change. If for some reason a company missed a change notiﬁca-
tion, their shipping dock would then likely catch the change when it starts
receiving parts under an unrecognized part number. In general, smaller man-
ufacturers are much more likely than their larger counterparts to not meet
advance notiﬁcation requirements, not have their policies documented, or
not have their quality system audited by external accreditation agencies. In
a study of 21 smaller component manufacturers, many of which were passive
component manufacturers, only nine were found to have documented and
audited change notiﬁcation policies. The similar result were documented in
the case study of the Norwegian industry, presented in Chapter 6.
Previous history...
PDN/LTB issued Last Orders Accepted Last Parts Shipped
Obsolete/Aftermarket
3 - 6 Months 6 - 12 Months
Figure 2.1: Product timeline
2) Diﬀerences by Company Division/Manufacturing Location:
A company name does not necessarily guarantee that all parts made by that
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company will have the same change notiﬁcation policy. Diﬀerent company
divisions or manufacturing locations can have diﬀerent quality and policy
manuals, and therefore diﬀerent policies. Vishay, a large passive device man-
ufacturer, is one such company. While Vishay Sprague, Sanford, ME, has
a documented policy in its quality manual to notify customers of part or
process changes that aﬀect customer requirements, Vishay Israel, Holon, Is-
rael, has no such policy[8]. Any time a production location change is made,
OEM’s should verify that the same notiﬁcation policies will still apply to the
parts that they buy.
3) Diﬀerences by Customer Type:
Large customers generally have more inﬂuence with part manufacturers,
which is conﬁrmed by the survey of the Norwegian industry in Chapter
6. Consequently these may demand stricter and more customized notiﬁca-
tion requirements than buyers of smaller quantities. Diﬀerences also exist
depending upon the industry in which customers operate. Customer manu-
facturing products that have large responsibility in the event of failure, such
as automotive or avionic systems, tend to have stricter policies on the han-
dling of change notiﬁcations from their suppliers.
4) Diﬀerences by Geographical Location:
Change notiﬁcation policies also diﬀer depending upon the country in which
the customer is located. In fact, manufacturers often tailor their policies to
match the business culture of the country in which they are selling parts. For
example, Japanese customers are generally provided more advance notice of
part or process changes than American customers. Japanese companies also
place much more emphasis on personal contact and relationships in business
than American companies. Common practice in Japan calls for Last Time
Buy (LTB) notiﬁcation’s to be translated into Japanese, typed on deluxe pa-
per, and hand-delivered by agents of the part manufacturer to the customer.
Practices in Western Europe are similar to those in the United States. How-
ever, practices vary more and are generally less formal in former Eastern
Europe. Less emphasis is placed on formal written documentation and rigid
change notiﬁcation policies in Eastern Europe, and distributors use more dis-
cretion in deciding whether to pass on change notiﬁcation information. In
addition to cultural inﬂuences, these less formal practices are also a product
of the legal systems in these countries. Regulations requiring business doc-
umentation are generally weaker than in the west, and only documentation
demanded as ISO certiﬁcation is usually produced.
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Distributor
Purchasing through distributors allow OEM’s to order smaller quantities of
parts, reduce lead times, and outsource some of their supply chain manage-
ment functions. The National Electronic Distributors Association (NEDA)
estimates that currently 35% of all North American electronic component
sales are made through distributors, and this number is rapidly increasing.
Distributors are also expanding their businesses to oﬀer a variety of value-
added services to their customers, including device testing, component cus-
tomization, light manufacturing, and business planning. Franchised distrib-
utors, with more alternatives supporting each individual part, control most
of the market. The franchised distributors Arrow & Avnet dominated the US
and European distribution industries up to and around the millennium, and
are gaining market share elsewhere through partnerships and acquisitions.
There are no standards within the distribution industry that guide change
and discontinuance notiﬁcation policies, although EIA/JEDEC standards
EIA/JESD46-A[7] and EIA/JESD48[8] are intended to cover franchised dis-
tributors as well as part manufacturers. The quality of service varies widely
in practice. Most distributors are good at passing product discontinuance
notiﬁcations on to customers, but many are less thorough in the communica-
tion of change notiﬁcations. Distributors generally have a central oﬃce that
collects LTB’s and forwards them to sales oﬃces. However, it is often up
to the individual sales oﬃces to decide which customers receive the notiﬁca-
tions. The requirements of EIA/JEDEC Standard EIA/JESD46-A may be
exceeded or not met, depending on the distributor and the sales oﬃce within
that distributor which an OEM is working with. Policies also vary based on
product line and any agreements that a distributor has with a particular
part manufacturer. Also, customers who order large volume of parts or ex-
change services at higher costs than average, receive better treatment in the
part change and discontinuance notiﬁcation process. The large number of
acquisitions and mergers currently being made in the distribution industry
increases the importance of verifying practices at the individual sales oﬃces
used by an OEM.
Contract Manufacturer
Contract manufacturing had an estimated penetration of 13% in the semi-
conductor market in 1999, and is forecasted to grow at a 28% compound
annual growth rate through 2004[24]. Some contract manufacturers are now
providing supply chain management services to their customers, and are now
taking a more active role in part selection and qualiﬁcation than they had in
the past. Policies of contract manufacturers vary depending on agreements
with individual customers and the level of involvement. Reports of part or
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process changes made by contract manufacturers themselves usually follow
similar guidelines, with at least 60 days advance notice provided. The poli-
cies of smaller contract manufacturers vary more widely, but these companies
are also generally more open to the preparation of special agreements with
customers to address any concerns.
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Chapter 3
Proactive Work
3.1 Introduction
The Department of Defense (DoD)[6], describes the meaning of obsolescence
as;
"the loss of, or impending loss of, the last known supplier of
an item or raw materials. Obsolescence occurs when manufactur-
ers of items or suppliers discontinue production due to reasons
such as rapid change in item or material technology, uneconomi-
cal production requirements, foreign source competition, federal
environmental or safety requirements, or limited availability of
items and raw materials used in the manufacturing process. Ob-
solescence situations tend to have a pervasive eﬀect that not only
precludes repair of material but also precludes procurement of
additional systems, equipment, spare assemblies, and sub assem-
blies that depend on the obsolescence items and raw materials
for their manufacture."1
Since the 1980’s obsolescence has been a frequently discussed topic, while
solutions have been desperately sought after. Decades have passed and the
indisputable solution has been delayed. However, there have been improve-
ments and modiﬁcations during the recent years. In order to reduce obsolete
parts and a shortened life span of components in a scattered, isolated fash-
ion, it is essential to build a foundation that routinely considers obsolete
issues as part of the decision-making process. By managing the problem of
obsolescence early in the design stage and actually considering alternatives
that might reduce obsolescence in the future; one is proactive. Figure 3.1
illustrates the importance of managing obsolescence proactively, due to the
ever shortening life cycles of IC’s. The data in Figure 3.1 derives from the
1The word used by The Department of Defense in the deﬁnition; DMSMS, is changed
with the term used consistently in this report; obsolescence.
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market in 2000, today, ﬁve years later the introduction rate has decreased,
making it even more vital to design with obsolescence in mind.
As described in the Introduction of this report, the military has experi-
enced the obsolescence problem to a larger degree than any other organiza-
tion. Manufacturers ﬁnd it more proﬁtable to design for a consumer market
which provide them with an increase in volume sales and where the products
life cycle is decreased to a couple of years. As opposed to designing for the
military industry where there might be a few upgrades throughout a decade
along with a minimized volume sale. However, the military is still dependent
on systems to outlast decades at a time while operating in rough conditions.
Therefore this industry has had to focus strongly on obsolescence and the
means of maintaining the life span of their products. This report, along with
the military industry, has focused immensely on being ahead of the problem.
Actively preparing for obsolescence instead of waiting passively on making
decisions and choices. In this chapter and the following sections, a proactive
approach on obsolescence is introduced. Department of Defense[6][4], the US
Navy[10] and the general semiconductor industry[17] have contributed to a
recipe of successful proactive measures. As subsequently described, measures
like educating employees, focus on internal communication and research on
the products, are all examples of proactive measures that might reduce future
obsolescence and prolong the time of the systems/products.
3.2 Education
Initially, employees that are in direct or in-direct contact with handling of
components need to be informed and aware of obsolescence. The DoD[4][6]
illustrates the importance of employees learning about the eﬀects of obsoles-
cence. Workers without a managerial position will most of the time encounter
the diﬃculties and problems regarding obsolescence on a regular basis. It
is necessary that ignorance is not an added factor, besides obsolescence, to
causes diﬃculties and problems with a product. For instance, in a medium
size company the personnel receiving a LTB notiﬁcation ought to have an
awareness of its content and consequently giving it a high priority. The sin-
gle, most eﬀective tactic to minimize this lack of knowledge is education. By
educating entire product teams, such as all of the designers or all of the lo-
gistic workers, employees will not only understand that part discontinuance
is a signiﬁcant industry-wide problem, but also receive the opportunity to
review certain methods of dealing with the problem. The military require,
as a minimum, that the logistic and sustainability staﬀ are acquainted with
discontinue resolutions and issues, as this is the group that experience it
foremost. Unfortunately, the logistics and sustainability staﬀ is usually at
the bottom of the internal company structure of decision makers, however
these groups have the possibility to detect obsolescence related situations
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Figure 3.1: Presents the average introduction rate in year 2000 of familiar IC’s[4]
that might have been avoided with up-front awareness. Through educating
groups of employees about the need of structured parts list, the organiza-
tional structure is strengthening in regards to obsolescence. Therefore, it
is signiﬁcant to keep designers, engineers and other managerial groups up-
dated. The ones who in fact integrate obsolescence awareness and avoidance
needs to be informed of the solutions or problems encountered in the indus-
try. In general, it is important to be updated on the evolving obsolete topic
and the measures taken to minimize it. By participating on industry and
government conferences it is possible to cover the latest areas of research
and results that reduces obsolescence. As the Defense Microelectronics Ac-
tivity organization[4] states in their Handbook, along with comments from
the participants of the case study in Chapter 6; the contributors on these
conferences represent the best experience and knowledge in the industry.
3.3 Internal Communication
The US Department of Defense[4] spends signiﬁcant part of their focus on
communication. The distribution of information, nearly without precedence,
is being evenly distributed throughout the organization. Certain initiatives
may encourage a good level of communication, such as by clearly deﬁning
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each group of employers and specifying these groups’ incentive, as illustrated
in an example presented by DMEA:
The designer’s main task is to ensure that the design approach meets the
speciﬁed requirements:
• Technology life expectancy
• Obsolescence risk of critical components identiﬁed during development
Logistics or sustainability personnel have in addition to their traditional life-
cycle support role, the responsibility of:
• Proactively participate in the design review process and report certain
deﬁned incidents when possible
• Understanding the current state and availability of obsolescence reso-
lutions
Component engineers have the same responsibilities as a designer regarding
component obsolescence. However they need the information about parts
selection in more detail:
• Contacting component manufacturers, distributor or other second hand
source for new and alternative product recommendations
• Identifying the obsolescence risk of each component
Buyers and controllers may be viewed as the last defense in obsolete problem
avoidance:
• When placing orders with suppliers, perform a ﬁnal screening of new
design parts lists for current and future parts availability.
In order for obsolescence information to be successfully distributed through-
out a company, it is not enough to only describe where the information ends
up. It is also important to deﬁne the assignment and responsibility of each
group of employers such as designers, logistics, engineers and buyers. When
the function of each group is well deﬁned, the information will not only be
sporadically received but regularly and actively collected from the industry.
3.4 VHDL
The Air Force Material Command[1] believes that a vendor independent data
speciﬁcation for microcircuits is potentially the best approach for solving the
obsolescence problem, especially in military electronics. Alot of the compo-
nents designed today are for speciﬁc applications, eliminating the possibility
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for ﬁnding a direct substitute. Each of these high-density components is
designed to perform unique functions speciﬁc to that single board or ap-
plication. This virtually ensures that there will not be a directly replace-
able substitute when this part becomes obsolete. Because these devices are
typically complex and those without appropriate documentation are very
diﬃcult and costly to reverse engineer. There are naturally several other
diﬃculties aﬃliated with this predicament, but there may be one solution to
ease these problems of digital systems; Very High Speed Integrated Circuit
Hardware Description Language (VHDL). VHDL is a hardware design lan-
guage that has been designed and optimized for describing the functionality
of digital circuits and systems. Once a system is described in VHDL, its
functionality can be identically recreated in a diﬀerent technology through
computer automation. Additionally, it allows a design to be simulated be-
fore manufactured, presenting designers the opportunity to quickly compare
alternatives and test the accuracy without the delay and expense of hard-
ware prototyping. Through the use of Computer Aided Design (CAE) tools,
it is possible to build detailed and accurate simulation models of electronic
subsystems. The design in VHDL is ranging from simple gates to complex
functions. The designer retains the ﬂexibility to write code for speciﬁc im-
plementations, or for the more abstract behavioral level. As an example
provided by the Air Force Material Command[1]; the ﬁrst computer was
implemented with vacuum tubes and discrete wires. If this ﬁrst computer
had been described in VHDL, its exact same functionality could be eas-
ily and inexpensively recreated in today’s technology (integrated circuits on
a printed-wire circuit board) instead of the original technology (tubes and
discrete wires). VHDL is a potential solution to the ongoing obsolete com-
ponents and system problems, because it will allow today’s digital systems
to be easily and inexpensively recreated through computer automation in
tomorrow’s technologies.
3.5 Technology Roadmapping
A technology roadmap is a speciﬁc technique for technology planning which
correspond with a general set of proactive planning. It identiﬁes critical prod-
uct needs that will drive technology selection and development decisions, de-
termine the technology alternatives that can satisfy those needs, help select
the appropriate technology alternatives, and assist in generating and imple-
menting a plan to develop and deploy those technologies. The main beneﬁt
of a technology roadmap is that it provides information to help make better
technology investment decisions. First by identifying critical technologies or
technology gaps that must be ﬁlled to meet product performance targets.
Second, it identiﬁes ways to leverage R&D investments through coordinat-
ing research activities either within a single company or among collaborating
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Table 3.1: Short Term Predictions of DRAM and ASIC chip size[17]
Table 3.2: Long term predictions of DRAM and ASIC chip size[17]
companies. Some companies perform technology roadmapping internally as
one aspect of their proactive resolutions. At an industry level though, tech-
nology roadmapping involves multiple companies focusing on common needs.
In addition to stay alongside the technology advances, changes and trends,
data from a market survey may be useful for anticipating product life cycles,
refer to Chapter 7. Market survey data can be collected through research-
ing trade publications and technical societies, vendor product and technology
brieﬁngs. Technology roadmaps should be updated regularly to sustain their
eﬀectiveness. This is especially important for memory devices, microproces-
sors, and other components with short life cycles or limited sources of supply.
As an example of an analysis made by International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS)[17], the predicted change in chip size of DRAM’s
and ASIC’s are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Microelectronics technology
roadmaps provide the visibility necessary to maintain a strategy that aligns
product life cycles to take advantage of technology insertion and product
update opportunities. Table 3.2 illustrates the average annualized reduction
rate and with the feature size projected to decrease approximately 11% per
year, giving a 30% reduction in a three years period. Looking at Table 3.3,
a revised roadmap is presented with changes matched to predict the future
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more adequately.
Table 3.3: An example of a Roadmap and component speciﬁcations[17]
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Chapter 4
Reactive Work
4.1 Introduction
Few companies have failed because the right technology was not available;
far more have failed due to ineﬀective management and integration of a
technology. Normally when a company receives a discontinuation notiﬁcation
by a manufacturer, there is little time to consider new and modiﬁed solutions.
In order to maintain the calculated budget, the products and systems aﬀected
needs a quick solution to the obsolete problem, referred to as a reactive
solution. When a manufacturer distributes a Last Time Buy (LTB) warning
to its customers, refer to Section 2.2, the period until it reaches the OEM’s
is sometimes adjacent to the discontinuance date, or maybe the LTB is not
received at all. This naturally contradict the eﬀorts from EIA/JEDEC and
the attempt to prevent "last minute" LTB notiﬁcations in their documented
industry standards, refer to Section 2.3. A reactive solution is often used as
the last resort and strategically only used for a short period as it is related
with higher costs and relatively time consuming eﬀorts. Table 4.1 shortly
presents some of the frequently used solutions, which are described in detail
during the remainder of this chapter.
4.1.1 Reactive Methods
As previously noted, the military has put tremendous eﬀort into minimiz-
ing the obsolescence problem, especially the proactive work. The potential
may exist to combine solution options to achieve cost or technical beneﬁts.
For example, modiﬁed Life Of Type (LOT) buys may be made to provide
suﬃcient material while longer term design-related alternatives are pursued.
Therefore, throughout the case investigation process, the potential for inte-
grating elements of diﬀerent solution methodologies to support cost-eﬀective
resolutions should be considered. As discussed below there are several diﬀer-
ent re-design strategies available to react to an obsolescence problem. These
range in complexity from a simple part substitution to a major redesign of
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Possible Reactive Solutions
Solution Description
Aftermarket Companies authorized to provide custom assembly of obsolete integrated
circuits.
Substitution A part whose performance may be less capable than the part speciﬁed
on a parts list for one or more reasons.
Existing Stock The use of obsolete, surplus components currently owned by the product
manufacturer or currently in-stock at a warehouse.
Emulation A manufacturing process that produces a substitute form, ﬁt, function,
interface testing(F3I) item for the unobtainable item.
Life of Type Buy Purchase a suﬃcient quantity of an item turning obsolete to meet the
projected demands of the supported equipment for its expected opera-
tional lifetime. Or a purchase of limited-quantity components to support
near-term requirements.
Circuit Board
Redesign
If divided into three categories: Type 1 redesign; typically adding jumper
wires or components such as resistors. Type 2 redesign; Involves a board
re-layout to replace one or two components. Type 3 redesign; designing
an obsolete item out of the system and typically replaces the entire board
with a form, ﬁt and functionality (FFF) replacement.
Table 4.1: An overview of diﬀerent reactive solutions preferred in the industry
a product. The selection of the most appropriate solution is a complex task,
driven by a large number of factors such as the time available, the expected
future production and support lifetime and the expected occurrence of future
product developments. The various strategies available and driving factors
are discussed in the following sections.
4.2 Negotiating with the Manufacturer
It might be diﬃcult to solely persuade a manufacturer to stop or even de-
lay a projected end-of-life (EOL) notice. However, as further discussed in
Section 8.4, it is possible to collaborate with other companies or organiza-
tions, such as distributors or competitors, that experience a similar problem
with an identical part number. In order to create a demand and a market
for the component and/or accept an item increase, there is a much greater
possibility of aﬀecting the manufacturer. The manufacturer’s decision may
be dependent on its proﬁtability and manufacturability objectives; if suﬃ-
cient volume orders are guaranteed in the near and long-term future, the
manufacturer may be willing to continue production of the part. Because
the demand has been assured to justify continued production, previous ef-
forts have been responded positively by the manufacturer[1]. Therefore the
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collective equipment suppliers’ strategy should be to appear as one virtual
customer to the IC makers[25]. If successful, the advantage of negotiating
with the manufacturer to keep the part active is that the original part is still
available and no other system changes are then required.
Figure 4.1: Possible reactive solutions to obsolete components
4.3 Substitution
Part substitution refers to the process of selecting a part, which is a direct
pin-for-pin replacement of an obsolete part. Substitution includes form, ﬁt
and functionality (FFF) replacements of the obsolete part, with equivalent
package type as the obsolete component. The result might be a cost eﬀective
long-term solution. If the part does not support the original form, ﬁt and
function, an alternative solution may be to select a part with a diﬀerent
package type, but identical die or wafer. Some part suppliers will discontinue
a particular package type but continue to supply the same die or wafer in a
diﬀerent package. This option would require a printed circuit board (PCB)
change to facilitate the new package. By changing the package type, there
may be some associated cost impact, but the result could provide a long
term cost eﬀective solution as long as there is an adequate supply of parts
for the entire life cycle of the product.
In the planning and design stages it is possible to look at alternative
components, or even manufacturers that produce similar components, hence,
turn a reactive substitution solution into a proactive management plan. By
selecting parts in the design phase that have readily available FFF substi-
tutes, the chances are that it is possible to replace the obsolete part with
one of the already documented alternatives.
4.4 Commercial Oﬀ The Shelf Items
This process is similar to the substitution alternative, except that an avail-
able commercial product is used, instead of designing a customized product
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similar to the obsolete item. Commercial oﬀ the shelf (COTS) products may
range from custom developed systems containing a limited part of COTS
subsystems to COTS-based systems (CBS), which consists mostly or exclu-
sively of COTS products. However in most systems with COTS technology,
these contain a mix of COTS products, often referred to as hybrid COTS
systems[11]. It is important to remember when selecting commercial oﬀ the
shelf products that the spectrum of those items in quality and technical
speciﬁcations is broad. The design limits, environmental proﬁles, and life
cycles tend to vary. A strategy of using COTS products may provide several
beneﬁts in addition to the minimization of obsolescence, such as[11]:
• Expand product competition across a broader market/vendor base
• Use products which are built to world-wide standards
• A more rapid infusion of current technology
In the information technology sector in particular, the ongoing and rapid
sequence of technological advances (e.g., in terms of reduced power or in-
creased speed, miniaturization, capacity, bandwidth and so on of the un-
derlying components) has both permitted and stimulated a correspondingly
fast-paced development and introduction to the market of increasingly more
capable COTS products. This competitive environment and the rapid ad-
vances in the underlying technologies both drive and allow COTS product
manufacturers to anticipate customer demands, and to quickly develop and
market their COTS products. The rapid rate of change in technologies and
products, as a direct consequence of the competition within the commercial
market, means that new commercial products are released at a pace based
on the speed of market and technology evolution, not necessarily on their
continued usefulness to the acquiring activity. As a result, COTS products
also become increasingly obsolete and demanding a separate obsolescence
strategy.
4.5 Emulation
According to The Air Force Material Command DMSMS program[1], emu-
lation is the process of developing Form, Fit and Function Interface (FFF)
replacements for obsolete microcircuits using state of the art material, design
and processing techniques. For example BiCMOS may be used to duplicate
the behavior of legacy system IC’s and provide a form, ﬁt and function re-
placement for the original microcircuit. This maintains the integrity of the
device by having the same package, pin out, and markings. All data sheet
requirements and parameters are met, and the emulated IC satisﬁes the test
vectors of the original part. For unavailable components however, a risk does
exist that emulated parts may fail to meet certain unspeciﬁed performance
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characteristics of the original item, thus suitability for all applications may
not be guaranteed. As with aftermarket manufacturers, price per unit for
emulated items is likely to be extremely sensitive to order quantities and this
fact should be considered when developing a procurement strategy for this
alternative. At the same time, the emulation process involves creation of a
design library supporting wafer fabrication. Therefore, if the obsolete item is
a common or previously emulated design, preliminary engineering costs may
be greatly reduced. The emulation process may be conducted at a single
IC, printed circuit board, or other designated system levels, and is therefore
often considered a subset of redesign initiatives as discussed in a subsequent
section. If used proactively in conjunction with a planned system upgrade,
emulation might lead to long-term support and total ownership cost reduc-
tions (TOC).
4.6 Lifetime Buy
A lifetime buy, also being referred to as a Life-of-Type Buy (LOT), involves
purchasing a supply of obsolete items from the original manufacturer to
support total demands for the projected life of the system, before the antic-
ipated discontinuation of production. According to e.g. Pecht[25], LOT buy
is one of the cheapest solutions because it requires neither re-engineering,
re-qualiﬁcation, nor redesign and is one of the ﬁrst options that are consid-
ered to mitigate obsolescence. Another beneﬁt is that parts bought directly
from manufacturer also come with the original manufacturer warranty. Part
manufacturers may promote LOT buys when they plan to exit the market
for a speciﬁc product or line. When the manufacturers receive a large and
predictable order, it helps them to fully utilize the capacities of product lines
before the lines are discontinued.
The option with lifetime buys of components is used as a common al-
ternative since it allows use of the same part without design modiﬁcations.
However, as LOT buys have traditionally been a common solution alter-
native, certain problems have had a tendency to reoccur. One apparent
and extensive problem is to accurately predict the lifetime demand require-
ments, if there is an incorrect estimate it may result in overstocking and
subsequently increase in cost. Another challenge is that modern microcir-
cuits are not tested for long time storage and the consequences this might
have on the component are undetermined.
4.7 Aftermarket Sources
Aftermarket describes the period after the original manufacturer has phased
a part out of production. If part speciﬁcations, test, acceptance and related
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technical data are complete and available, aftermarket manufacturers may
support continued production of obsolete items. Some aftermarket sources
also buy the bare die and merely repackage the die. Using aftermarket
sources as an alternative to the obsolescence problem has gained prominence
in various consortium’s and manufacturers. For example, Texas Instruments
designates the aftermarket manufacturer Rochester Electronics as its autho-
rized distributor of all obsolete parts. This authorization includes the trans-
fer of responsibility for product support[25]. However, when considering this
alternative it is still necessary to perform an evaluation of the manufacturer
production capabilities and test programs, to ensure the ability to meet orig-
inal item speciﬁcation requirements.
4.8 Design Modiﬁcations
Redesign involves removing an obsolete part from the system and accom-
modate a new part via engineering changes. Usually, redesign is used as
the last alternative as it is recognized as being expensive compared to other
solutions. As illustrated in Table 4.2, where the nonrecurring cost factors
associated with certain solutions are listed; obviously redesign is on average
the most expensive solution[10]. However, there may be situations when it is
viable, both economically and technically, depending on two major factors:
the usage pattern(s) of the component(s) in question and the time available
for redesign. The usage pattern determines how many redesigns to be done.
The time available for redesign depends on when the components are pro-
jected to become unavailable[25]. When performing redesign it is necessary
to ensure that the best currently available and easily upgradeable design and
manufacturing technology is used in the new design. Since both the cost and
time of performing a redesign is so extensive, the goal should reach beyond
just solving the immediate problem of discontinued parts. A possibility is
to re-think the system and investigate the possibilities of modernizing it by
implementing the new and modern technology.
The beneﬁts of using redesign as a solution to obsolescence may be the
new technology of the redesigned system. Such a modern technology may be
less expensive to manufacture and maintain and it may improve the old de-
sign with cost reductions, reliability improvements and additional functions.
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Table 4.2: Nonrecurring cost factors (constant ﬁscal year 1999 dollars) associated
with certain reactive solutions[10].
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Summary of Part I
The greater part of the semiconductor industry has moved its focus from
the military industry, to serve the now more proﬁtable consumer market.
The consequences of this change has been enormous for the military indus-
try. One of the diﬃculties has led to a great mismatch in the system’s life
cycle opposed to the components’. The industry has had to respond, ﬁrst
by recognizing the problem, then locating means and solutions to decrease
the component and system obsolescence. By investigating their strategies,
solutions and predictions it is possible to get an understanding of how to
deal with parts obsolescence. The approach to the problem needs to be ver-
satile. There is never one solution to a component obsolescence problem, but
diﬀerent aspects that together might resolve the diﬃculties. The diﬀerent
chapters presented in Part I, describe some the most prominent strategies
used in the industry today, and form the basic understanding and knowledge
of dealing with obsolescence. A reactive method consists of dealing with the
problem when a part is discontinued. In order to continue the design of the
system, an analysis and evaluation is necessary to provide the best solution.
Opposed to this method is the proactive method, which consists of prepar-
ing for obsolescence in the design phase. Without the understanding of each
function in the supply chain, it might however be diﬃcult to retrieve impor-
tant component information such as discontinuations and replacements.
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Part II
Case Study
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Chapter 6
Survey of the Norwegian
Industry
6.1 Introduction
In order to analyze the extent, and experience the industry’s outlook on
component obsolescence, a survey including the foremost Norwegian original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) companies and contract manufacturers, was
conducted. The following sections describe the results and observations made
from this study.
The survey was presented on the Internet, with the objective of increasing
eﬃciency and decreasing challenges surrounding anonymity. The eﬃciency
was improved by removing the postage delay and/or the time of conduct-
ing a physical interview. Along with the possibility of recipients to respond
unidentiﬁed and nameless, two important features made the survey more
appealing. When the answers were received electronically, the analyzing
process was completed by creating a software which organized a more de-
tailed view of all answers and the diﬀerent relationships. Participants were
invited to take part in the survey through a general introduction e-mail. The
invitations were sent to relevant individuals in Norwegian OEM companies
and contract manufacturers. As it was important that the answers repre-
sented the average situation in the electronic industry and not biased in any
direction, both size and geographical locations diﬀered. The number of em-
ployers and geographical location of the companies ﬂuctuated with ﬁve to
over one thousand, located in the south, west and east part of Norway. Also,
in order to document the credibility of the population, a random collection
of half the answers were compared to the rest of the survey. The selected
subset of answers resulted with nearly identical statistical distribution as the
full collection of answers. It is therefore possible to expect that the survey
describes the Norwegian (probably also the international) parts obsolescence
problem very well. A more detailed description of how the survey was con-
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structed and evaluated is explained in section 6.5. However, the subsequent
sections, consist of two main parts: ﬁrst, the extent of the problem is intro-
duced, which is then followed by a description of how companies handle and
deals with obsolescence.
6.2 Extent of Component Obsolescence
When studying parts obsolescence, it is necessary to obtain a general view
of the extent obsolescence has on the industry. The following describe the
degree of problems that the industry experience and has to deal with.
0%
12%
24%
36%
48%
60%
6-10 yrs3-6 yrs0-3 yrs
the system needs a
complete re-design
6-10 yrs3-6 yrs0-3 yrs
it partially needs 
re-design
3-5 yrs1-3 yrs0-1 yrs
replacement parts
are needed
How long from a circuit board is ready for mass production, until... :
Figure 6.1: The time from a system is ready for mass production until various
degrees of redesign is needed, due to part obsolescence.
The time from a new circuit board is ready for mass production until
parts are obsolete, is important when determining the degree of the obsoles-
cence problem. Since a consequence of parts obsolescence may be re-design
at diﬀerent levels, as illustrated in Figure 6.1, it is necessary to investigate
how often and to which degree it occur. Over half of the respondents only
obtain three years or less until one or more parts is substituted with a second-
source part. However, this does not require a substantial and costly eﬀort, as
opposed to the companies needing to complete a re-design of the system. Be-
cause as it seems in the industry, 78% would have to make a partial redesign
within the six ﬁrst years. The number is reduced for a complete redesign,
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nonetheless it is probably very costly for the 15% that would need to make
a complete redesign already within the initial three years.
Another predicament with the electronic industry and component obso-
lescence is the Last Time Buy processing time. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the
time from a company is informed of a Last Time Buy, until the part no
longer is produced. 53% of the recipients indicate a processing time from 6
to 12 months from they receive the LTB, until the component is unavailable.
When adding the 33% of companies that experience 0 to 6 months from a
LTB to a discontinuation, a total of 86% experience only up to one year
from a LTB to the original manufacturer discontinues the part. With this
limitation in time, it seems crucial that the industry is aware of the problems
of obsolescence and preparing methods to minimize it.
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
0 - 6 months 6 - 12 months 12 - 24 months Fluctuating
How long from an LTB warning until the component is unavailable?
Figure 6.2: The time from a company receives a Last Time Buy, until the compo-
nent is discontinued
As a consequence of the reduced time between a LTB and the discon-
tinuation date, along with the frequent change on circuit boards because of
parts obsolescence, it is relevant to investigate which families of components
that are more vulnerable to obsolescence than others. If there is such a con-
nection, there should perhaps be a stronger attention towards this category
of components. Figure 6.3 illustrates the frequency of the responds for a
number of diﬀerent categories of parts. When analyzing the results, there
seems to be a slight tendency that memory device and mixed analog/digital
parts become obsolete more often than other devices. An aspect relevant to
the cost of part substitution is the complexity of a device, including its num-
ber of input and output pins. Digital devices are normally more complex in
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How often, and for which components are obsolescence a problem:
Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Frequently
Figure 6.3: The degree of obsolescence on speciﬁc components
this context than (mixed) analog and mechanical parts. Thus, we may ex-
pect from these results that most of the concern should be directed towards
selecting long life digital devices in a new design. However, the results do
not indicate that there is a substantial diﬀerence of obsolescence diﬃculties
on any particular family of components, it seems however to be a general
problem.
The survey also show that for the majority of the companies, the engi-
neering designer spend less than 15% of the working time on obsolescence,
illustrated in Figure 6.4. Still, 18% of the engineering designers spend 15%
to 30% of their time on component obsolescence.
Redesigning hardware with new parts would occasionally require software
to be modiﬁed accordingly, as illustrated in the graph of Figure 6.5. In almost
half of the answers, software occasionally has to be changed. This probably
indicates that analog and mechanical parts do not require change in software
due to obsolescence, and that only digital parts impose the necessary change.
The end user is generally the company’s main objective. When moni-
toring the eﬀects of parts obsolescence, it is interesting to investigate the
occurrence of unsatisﬁed customers due to obsolescence. Figure 6.6 illus-
trates how often obsolescence has led to unhappy customers. As shown it
is not a general occurrence in the industry, with 70% never or rarely having
experienced disappointed customers. The possible reasons are discussed in
the next section.
From these results it is obvious that the extent of obsolescence is a sig-
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5 %
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0% - 15%
15% - 30%
30% - 50%
50% - 100%
How much of the working time, to an engineering designer,
is spent on obsolescence?
Figure 6.4: Larger companies’ engineer, spend more time on obsolescence, than
smaller ones
niﬁcant problem in the industry. By the ﬁrst three years of the system life
cycle, more than 50% needs to substitute one or more of the components,
and within the ﬁrst six years a total of 78% needs to perform a partial re-
design. In addition, almost 90% experience up to one year from a LTB to
the actual discontinuation date. Unfortunately it does not seem be possible
to point at one certain family of components that are more often discontin-
ued than others. As illustrated in the next section, there might not be one
ﬁnite solution, but perhaps several diﬀerent ways which totally minimizes
the problem.
6.3 Managing Component Obsolescence
Subsequent to studying the extent of component obsolescence, it is essential
to obtain an indication and understanding of how the companies manage
component obsolescence. A sorted list of some methods used in the industry
for reducing parts obsolescence is given in Table 6.1.
The most important issues are actions taken during part selection for
a design, based on predeﬁned rules, part supplier information and internal
information. Predeﬁned rules include proactive work such as maintaining
knowledge of possible second source parts and performing a general critical
assessment of parts choices. Internal ﬂow of information is important since
the responsible of parts in the company often receives LTB notiﬁcations and
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Never
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How often is the software required to change due to obsolescence?
Figure 6.5: Software is regularly due for renewal in most companies because of
obsolescence
it would be important that this information is used by the engineering de-
signers. Further, there may be valuable information to be exchanged between
design teams.
When looking at the problems caused by obsolescence in Figure 6.6, un-
satisﬁed customers were a small part of the problem. However, by exploring
the 30% which does experience unhappy customers sporadically, there seems
to be a deﬁciency in their proactive obsolescence work. In fact, 86% of the
companies with occasional customer problems neglects important work in
preventing future obsolescence problems. As noted earlier, obsolete compo-
nents have been increasing rapidly in the semiconductor market. By not
making critical choices early in the design phase, the future of the system
may already be threatened.
The internal ﬂow of information in a company seems to be vital in min-
imizing obsolescence. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the time it takes for a
circuit board to ﬁnish and until the ﬁrst part needs to replace an obsolete
part, is on average 1 to 3 years. All the companies with a well deﬁned chan-
nel of communication and a critical part selection plan obtain 3 to 6 years
before having to replace any components. For the companies that needs
partial re-design, the average range between a time from 3 to 6 years before
having to re-design a portion of the system. As opposed to companies with
an increased eﬀort on a good channel of communication and a proactive part
selection process which obtain 6 years or more before having to re-design
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How often has obsolescence led to unhappy customers?
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Figure 6.6: Graphical view of the customer associated problems caused by parts
obsolescence
parts of the system. With the focus on the proactive measures, 70% of the
companies delay the total re-design from 6 to 10 years. The circumstances
where one of the two are neglected, the answers are diﬀerentiated and do not
provide an apparent impression.
The survey also aim at ﬁnding out which element of the supply chain,
refer to Chapter 2, that supply the most important information surrounding
obsolescence, whether being LTB warnings, replacements or other compo-
nent obsolescence information. When studying Figure 6.7 it is apparent that
the component supplier is the most important source. When confronted with
the question, approximately 80% of the companies agree that the suppliers
are signiﬁcant in their work on guarding against component obsolescence.
The majority replies that they are satisﬁed with the relationship when need-
ing important component information. Despite its great inﬂuence in the
industry, not all companies value the support from their part suppliers. The
remaining 20%, do not have the similar experience. The 20% seem to agree
that the supplier is of a great resource when reducing or preparing for obsoles-
cence. Even so, the information and support from their component supplier
seems to be minimal. There are several parallels between the groups that
are satisﬁed with their component supplier and the ones that are not. The
imperative one, seems to be the total number of employees. None of the com-
panies which is unhappy with the feedback from the supplier, is among the
larger ones in the survey. Instead, 67% represent the ﬁrms with the smallest
number of employees. The total number of employees from these compa-
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Answers on Reducing Parts Obsolescence
Question Answer
Never Rarely Occasionally Frequently
Rules for selecting parts in a
design
0% 12% 15% 73%
Information from part suppli-
ers
0% 4% 24% 72%
Internal information exchange 0% 12% 20% 68%
Analyzing the most economi-
cal redesign
0% 5% 33% 62%
Purchase parts for own storage
when LTB
7% 0% 52% 41%
High level design methodology 32% 26% 26% 16%
Tools for predicting LTB 64% 12% 20% 4%
Information exchange with
other companies
64% 12% 20% 4%
Tools for redesign economy es-
timation
52% 38% 10% 0%
Table 6.1: Methods of reducing obsolescence, sorted by the rightmost column
nies is actually not more than 200. Larger companies in general have some
advantages compared to smaller ones. When the relationship diminishes be-
tween the supplier and its customers, the consequences may be crucial for
the customer. Results might be an increase in cost as the attention is di-
rected towards reactive measures, instead of more cost eﬀective proactive
management.
Studying Figure 6.2 and the discussion in Section 6.2, there are 10% that
experience one to two years from a LTB until the actual discontinuation
date. Some resemblance appears between these companies. A total of 90% of
the recipients collaborate with the industry on a regular basis. These results
illustrate that by putting more eﬀort into obsolescence measures it is possible
to prepare and subsequently minimize future discontinuations. Collaboration
is deﬁned as sharing information with other companies and organizations
in the supply chain, such as competitors, manufacturers, distributors. A
presentation of a colloborative environment is discussed in detail in Chapter
8. As adequately described in the articles [27] and [23]; co-operating within
the industry will most likely increase the staﬀs knowledge, and in time the
companies’ expertise and awareness on reducing obsolescence.
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How do companies become aware of an obsolete problem:
Figure 6.7: Component Suppliers are important regarding obsolescence informa-
tion
6.3.1 Future Investigation
The last part of the survey was dedicated to what the participants believed
would reduce future component obsolescence. Several diﬀerent measures and
research areas was suggested, however some measure reoccurred among the
companies:
1. Tools for analyzing life-time of parts selected for new designs.
2. Tools for improving parts information, concentrated on the original
part manufacturer.
3. Apply more high-level design to make re-design less costly for new
technologies in the future.
When analyzing Figure 6.8 it is evident that the measures which companies
believe will minimize future obsolescence, actually are measures which are
not being implemented and exercised in the industry. Figure 6.8 illustrates
that prediction software, collaboration and re-design software are the eﬀorts
which a very small number of companies exploit. Section 6.3 and the sub-
sequent chapters illustrate that prediction software and collaboration will
minimize the future problem of obsolescence.
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6.4 Conclusion
The survey concludes that the industry is strongly aﬀected by the decrease
in parts’ life cycle and consequently, increase in parts obsolescence. But the
companies that concentrate on managing the problem record a return on
their investment. Measures such as implementing industry collaboration, in-
crease the internal awareness and information and/or proactively plan with
obsolescence in mind, all assist in reducing the expenses as a result of obso-
lescence.
6.5 Background Information
6.5.1 Introduction
The research is based on a sample of the Original Electronic Manufactur-
ers and Contract Manufacturers located and performing business in Norway.
Among the vast amount of sample possibilities such as quota samples, pur-
posive samples, convenience sampling, snowball sampling and volunteer sam-
ples, the preferred and most eﬀective method was a probability sample, also
known as a random sample. In a probability sample each item has the equal
opportunity to be chosen from a population. Because of the large number
of recipients and uneven geographical spread, a random sample was cho-
sen as the best alternative. In fact, no sample perfectly reﬂects its original
population[5]. Nevertheless, with a probability sample every member of the
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population has an equal chance of being included in the sample. However,
since there does not exist (at least without the knowledge of this author)
an accurate and total list of all the OEM’s and Contract Manufacturer’s in
Norway, it was not possible to predict with a 100% accuracy that all the
companies did have an equal probability of being selected. They were all
selected from diﬀerent sources, the problem with the randomness is however
the failure of response. 30% of the total recipients did not respond to the
survey. Since it is not possible to determine if those 30% would change the
outcome, it does not completely cover the deﬁnition of a probability sample.
Even though, there were no particular reason why 70% answered and others
chose not to. There was no geographical, ﬁnancial, size or area of business
that were equal for the recipients not replying. Even so, for the accuracy of
the survey, it was necessary to test the sampled population and verify that
it is accurate. By randomly choosing half of the sampled population and the
analyzing the result, the outcome was almost identical with the answer of
the sample and therefore it seem to be a true description of the population.
By reaching all of the companies, preferably in a short amount of time,
a questionnaire was found to be the best solution. Performing on-site in-
terviews, telephone surveys and observational methods, all seemed costly
and time consuming. In order to prevail the arguments of reduced time and
costs, the option of an Internet based survey was a natural choice. On-line
survey research has several advantages over more traditional forms of market
research like telephone and mail surveys. For a given sample size, on-line
surveys can be executed for less costs than any traditional form of surveys,
mostly because of the following statements:
• No outgoing or return postage costs which increase with sample size.
• No paper, staples, envelopes or other materials needed.
• Surveys can interact with users without the expense of computer as-
sisted interviewing or disk-by-mail approaches.
Other advantages to posting the survey on the Internet is the possibility of
conﬁdentiality for the respondents, as every recipient was left with the option
of not revealing any information about company or person.
Every survey methodology has its weaknesses and on-line surveys are no
exception. At ﬁrst it may be diﬃcult to know who has answered the survey.
Similar to problems with mail studies, it is diﬃcult to insure the desired
person actually answers the survey, for example an engineer opposed to a
member of the logistic staﬀ without the proper knowledge. Secondly, the
personalities of today’s on-line users make it diﬃcult to coerce respondents
into completing long surveys. Due to the actual length and time it took to
complete this survey, this may also be a reason that 30% of the population
did not respond.
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Despite some deﬁnite problems, on-line research has more advantages
than it has disadvantages. When surveying populations, on-line research
can be a primary resource of collecting information. As the reach of the
Internet expands to include a greater proportion of the general population
and many more small businesses, on-line surveys will probably become more
representative of the population at large.
6.5.2 Notiﬁcation Mail
Many researchers have studied pre-notiﬁcation letters to determine if they
increase response rate. A meta-analysis of these studies revealed an aggre-
gate increase in response rate of 7.7%. Pre-notiﬁcation letters might help to
establish the legitimacy of a survey, thereby contributing to a respondent’s
trust. Another possibility is that a pre-notiﬁcation letter builds expectation
and reduces the possibility that a potential respondent might disregard the
survey when it arrives. When sample sizes are small such as the circum-
stances of this survey, every response counts. It was therefore sent out an
e-mail to inform about the reasons of the survey, in order to impress and
lend credibility to the study. Secondly it explained why the company re-
ceived the pre-letter and justiﬁed why the respondent should complete the
questionnaire. By explaining the case study and that the beneﬁts of com-
pleting it would make it possible to receive a ﬁnished product. Naturally,
there was no budget that made it possible to grant any gifts or anything
of a considerable value. However, the purpose and result itself are of such
importance that it might be a reward in itself.
After distributing the notiﬁcation letter, the survey was ﬁnally presented
by a second e-mail, attached with a cover letter serving as a reminder and
describing the survey. As the former STAT102 (intermediate statistics) pro-
fessor at the University of South Florida stated in a lecture. A cover letter
will aﬀect the recipients whether or not they complete the questionnaire. It
is important to maintain a friendly tone and keep it as short as possible. The
importance of the cover letter should not be underestimated, as it provides
an opportunity to persuade the respondent to complete the survey. And if
the questionnaire may be completed in less than ﬁve minutes, the response
rate can be increased by mentioning this in the cover letter. The survey was
attached as a link in the e-mail, refer to Figure 6.9.
6.5.3 Question Wording
When wording the questions, there are certain apparent alternatives that
needed consideration. Former research by Kalton, Collins and Brook[18]
proposes that a "positive" or "negative" set of attitude statements could
inﬂuence respondents’ answers in a predictable direction. Even the content
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Figure 6.9: The starting page of the survey, with the cover letter as a pop up
brieﬂy describing the intentions and reasons behind the survey
of a particular question could inﬂuence the answer to another. It is therefore
necessary to pay careful consideration to the diﬀerent meaning a question
may post to the respondents. For example by using one of the two alterna-
tives of open-ended questions in comparison to closed-ended questions. An
open question such as; "Where do you live?", may present several diﬀerent
and unexpected answers, for example; "in Norway", "in a student dorm",
"in Kristiansand". However, presented as a closed-ended question, it might
be addressed as; "Do you live: a) on campus? b) in an apartment? c) with
your parents?". With an open question it is diﬃcult to predict the diﬀerent
interpretations of each participant, which may result in diﬀerent unwanted
answers and causing the author to be very speciﬁc when wording the ques-
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tions. On the other hand, by choosing a closed-ended question, the context
is the same for all respondents. Even though the distribution of responses
for a closed question also may be dependent on the answer sets presented,
the distribution of responses will be organized. For instance, the survey
consists mostly of closed-ended questions, with occasional questions leaving
the respondents the ability to present comprehensive thoughts and opinions.
The closed-ended questions are presented with a gradient of four choices, in
addition to a blank starting position for the recipients to register a consid-
ered answer. When choosing four, instead of three or ﬁve alternatives, it is
impossible to choose a center position. As mentioned by Kalton[18], among
others, when left with an alternative that divide the options in half, like
with the numbers 1 to 5, the number three is more likely to be picked than
any of the other options. Certain questions in the survey left the respon-
dent with answers of a particular year or certain percentages, illustrated in
Figure 6.10 with alternatives consisting of time intervals. Each closed-ended
question has four alternatives. The weakness with this option is if the re-
spondents do not identify with the alternatives. Therefore, in an attempt
to prevent that scenario and making certain that the end result is satisfac-
tory the survey was executed on a limited amount of electronic companies.
These companies were encouraged to analyze the survey and asking critical
questions. Because, in spite of all the eﬀorts, ﬁnal draft of surveys often con-
tain errors, omissions, typos, biased, confusing or poorly worded questions.
This is to be expected, since writing a survey is a complicated undertaking
which requires the consideration of many important issues. Such as con-
structing closed ended questions, that requires researchers to anticipate how
respondents will answer the questions – a task which is diﬃcult to accom-
plish without errors. Nonetheless, a simple and eﬀective step to utilize was
to perform a pretest of the complete survey. The small but representative
sample of respondents were correcting and commenting on several questions
and diﬀerent wordings, contributing to a representative survey of the parts
obsolescence problem in the Norwegian industry.
What seems clear from Kalton’s[18] study and other researches on ques-
tion wording, is that it is possible to write the same question in a number
of diﬀerent ways with no eﬀect on the respondents’ understanding of it. On
the other hand, simply changing one word may change the whole meaning
of a question. The problem for the designer of a questionnaire designers is
to know when wording variations have changed a question and when they
have not. Only by systematically researching the eﬀect of question wording
variations will make the distinction apparent and possible to change before
presenting the ﬁnished product.
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Figure 6.10: A segment of the questionnaire, represented with a close-ended ques-
tion and four alternatives
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6.5.4 Analyzing
The questionnaire was programmed in HTML, without the use of software
programs often referred to as WYSIWYG’s (What You See Is What You
Get). They function as a tool with limited abilities and personal adjustment.
While programming in HTML from the beginning it was possible to design
the questionnaire with a satisfactory design in order to assist in analyzing the
result. With the help of Perl CGI script, attached in a separate document
along with this report, the responds were programmed on to a new text ﬁle
readable by a Java program. By programming Perl it was possible to control
the output of the responds. The text ﬁle was interpreted by a Java designed
program and linked each question with the subsequent answer. With this
structure it was possible to retrieve several diﬀerent statistical data.
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7.1 Introduction
In the electronic industry there is a signiﬁcant development in technology
products (MP3 players, DVD players/recorders, Digital cameras, etc) and
the components which these products consist of. It is a mystery the ever in-
crease of electronic products and the subsequent follow up of new and even
more powerful components. However, an individual that did not have prob-
lems with analyzing and evaluating the electronic market was Gordon Moore,
who established this fact already in 1965, when he stated the exponential
forecast of semiconductor technology would double its eﬀectiveness every 18
months[16]. As impressive as it sounds, Moore’s law still prevails(with some
minor modiﬁcation during the past decades), 40 years after the introduc-
tion. When AMD releases a new ﬂash component with the part number
Am29BDS643, containing a 1.8V technology, Read/Write architecture and
operating at speeds between 40MHz and 54MHz[2], the old 5.0V ﬂash mem-
ory has somehow lost its distinction. As the case is with the part number
Am29BDS643, new parts are constantly being introduced with an increase
in speed, reduced feature size and supply voltage and leading edge packaging
technologies, as earlier mentioned in Section 2.1. The result are newer prod-
ucts which exploit the new capabilities to provide product diﬀerentiation and
an increase in demand and sales. Unfortunately, for several product sectors
that require a longer life cycle of their components and systems, for instance
the automobile industry, the electronic parts that compose their products
have a signiﬁcantly shorter life cycle than the product. There is a growing
segment of products in which there is a life cycle mismatch between the parts
and the system[3]. The life cycle mismatch requires engineers to try to be
aware of which parts will be available and obsolete when the product is to
be manufactured and supported. One major step is understanding the life
cycles of components as well as the production stages of the systems. In
the subsequent sections these life cycles are discussed along with possible
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solutions and alternatives.
7.2 Life Cycle Stages
According to McDermott[22]; understanding the life cycle, product devel-
opment, production, and expenses is the key to reducing the obsolescence
problem. As a product is developed, time is critical. The time between the
start of development and the next cycle, the production stage, of a product
may be 24 to 36 months, at which time a number of components will have
become obsolete, refer to Figure 3.1 on page 28. By understanding how
this process works, both time and cost may be decreased. As a worst case
scenario illustration by McDermott[22], a program experienced 13 diﬀerent
changes of COTS items during the product system development over a 24-
month period. Because of these changes, all replacement items had to be
tested to ensure that every single one was a form-ﬁt-function replacement,
adding cost and time to the design cycle. In a number of cases, the replace-
ment item required some minor changes in software. This incident might not
occur regularly and neither is the use of COTS always the best alternative,
refer to Section 4.4, but it illustrates a need of understanding the life cycle
process.
According to Levitt[20], in the world of business, most employers are fa-
miliar with the term "product life cycle". It is also a very well used method
in the business industry. However, in the world of electronics it may be a
familiar term, but not a regularly used method. It is as the Copernican
view of the Universe in the 17th century; a lot of people knew about it, but
hardly anybody seemed to use it in any eﬀective or productive way[20]. In
the world of business, a product passes through a lot of recognizable stages
as it is introduced into the market. For the electronic market, focusing on
components, they experience the same ﬁve or six phases. By understanding
the life cycle and foreseeing the outcome of a component, the re-design may
be further away. The life cycle for electronic parts is often described by a
Gaussian curve1 where sale is plotted versus time. The typical semiconduc-
tor part can be considered to go through sequential phases of introduction,
growth, maturity, decline, and obsolescence. An illustration of a typical
life cycle is presented in Figure 7.1. During the introduction stage, changes
implemented are mostly design improvements and manufacturing process ad-
justments. During the growth and maturity stages, a part is in high volume
production. Changes are implemented both to enhance the part and to min-
imize costs. During the decline stage of the part, sale levels start dropping,
and manufacturers try to transition customers to newer parts and technolo-
gies. Part discontinuance usually occurs when the volume of sales for a part
drop to the point where the part can no longer be proﬁtably manufactured.
1A symmetrical curve, also called the Normal distribution.
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After the part has been discontinued, it is in the obsolescence stage. Parts
are no longer available for purchase, and customers must utilize previously
purchased and stockpiled parts, obtain parts from an aftermarket source,
or perform any of the reactive approaches discussed in Chapter 4. The life
cycle stages are described in detail in the subsequent sections, followed by a
presentation and analysis of diﬀerent prediction methods.
Figure 7.1: A Gaussian Curve describing a components general life cycle[25]
7.2.1 The Introduction Stage
New electronic parts introduced into the market may be either revolutionary
or evolutionary. A part is considered "revolutionary" if it carries out a new
function, or uses a new semiconductor or packaging technology. Generally,
one considers a part evolutionary if it is solely an improved version of some
existing part, perhaps with added features or enhancements. The ﬁrst 64Kbit
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) from IBM Microelectronics was an
example of a revolutionary part. The current 128Mbit DRAM is an example
of an evolutionary part[25].
Bringing a new product to market is burdened with risks and uncertain-
ties. The demand has to be created and even that might not be enough as
the marketing might be insuﬃcient. The introduction of a new part carries
along higher manufacturing costs and signiﬁcant market expenses. Several
reasons may cause a product to die out, such as the introduction of another
competitive product. The product may also experience problems, or it might
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Life Cycle Stages
Development Growth Maturity Decline Phase Out Obsolescence
Sales Slow, but in-
creasing
Increasing
rapidly
High Minimizing Lifetime
buys oﬀered
Only sales
from after-
market
Price Highest Declining Low Lowest Low Very high
from af-
termarket
sources
Usage Low Increasing High Decreasing Decreasing Low
Part Modiﬁ-
cation
Periodic
die shrinks,
and possi-
ble mask
changes
Periodic die
shrinks
Periodic die
shrinks
Few or none
at all
None None
Competitors Few High High Declining Declining Few
Manufacturer
Proﬁts
Low Increasing High Decreasing Decreasing Decreasing
Table 7.1: An overview of diﬀerent reactive solutions preferred in the industry
not reach the customers that allow economies of scale to be realized. Cus-
tomers who buy a part in its introductory stage tend to value performance
over price.
7.2.2 The Growth Stage
A graduate rise in a product sales curve during the introduction stage indi-
cates the market’s acceptance of the part. At that time several companies
might have been waiting to apply the component, and the risks associated
with the introduction phase aﬀects and reserve the consumers from applying
it to their systems. Having to perform a reactive solution before the prod-
uct is even introduced does not attract buyers. However, the growth stage is
often synonymous with mass production, mass distribution and mass market-
ing. By this time the production cost is also turning proﬁtable which causes
lower manufacturing and marketing costs as the proﬁt of the manufacturer
is increasing and the market witness’ a price reduction. It is, unfortunate for
the originating company, not only the consumers who has anticipated the
future. This stage often consists of the largest number of competitors, as
opportunity seeking ﬁrms are attracted by the part’s proﬁt potential.
7.2.3 The Maturity Stage
The maturity stage is characterized by high-volume sales. Competitors with
lower manufacturing costs may enter the market and in time will cause the
component to saturate, in regards to both sales, price and proﬁts. Manufac-
turers concentrate on prolonging the distribution. However, due to the short
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life cycle of today’s component, it is likely that the peak, refer to Figure
7.1, of sales will only continue for a limited amount of time before another
product is introduced and forces a reduction in sales and production. On
the other hand, the maturity stage might continue for a longer period in
time, if the product is critical for a larger part of the consumers. When this
happens the product might experience a light decrease before the sales curve
stabilizes for a longer period (which in the world of semiconductors might be
anything from one to even six years). Then there are the few manufacturers
that manage to introduce a diﬀerent implementation and market the product
to diﬀerent consumers, which prolongs the maturity stage and might even
introduce a new and lighter version of the growth stage.
7.2.4 The Decline Stage
Decreasing demand and generally decreasing proﬁt margin characterize the
decline stage. Towards the end of the decline stage, only a few specialized
manufacturers generally remain in the market. The companies that are us-
ing the part in their products are most likely already well implemented, and
thus the need for new components will not be apparent for years to come.
Production is now getting concentrated into fewer hands as prices and mar-
gins are reduced. The companies left producing the product may have the
capacity to revitalize the product and thereby slightly increasing the demand
in the market.
7.2.5 The Phase-Out Stage
Phase-out occurs when the manufacturer decides on a date to stop produc-
tion of the part. Generally, the manufacturer issues a discontinuance notice
to customers, as discussed in section 2.2 and 2.3, provides a last-time buy
date and suggests alternative parts or aftermarket manufacturers. Due to
the lack of interest in the part, it is not longer proﬁtable to keep on pro-
ducing the item. From the survey, section 6.2, it is obvious that from the
manufacturer distributes the discontinuance notice and until it reaches its
customers, varies signiﬁcantly. As an example; September 2, 1999, Texas In-
struments Standard Linear and Logic Group announced the discontinuance
of ULN2803A, a Darlington transistor array. Texas Instruments stated that
the product would be discontinued on September 2, 2000, with the last and
non-cancelable order date being March 2, 2000[25].
7.2.6 Discontinuance and Obsolescence Stage
Discontinuance occurs when the manufacturer stops production of the part.
The part may be in the market at an aftermarket source that bought a
signiﬁcant amount of components to supply to customers.
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7.3 Prediction Methods
Part selection needs more critical attention, since the actual root cause of
obsolescence, at any product level, is the obsolescence of a part. Engineers
must be aware of the part life-cycles, otherwise, an engineer may end up with
a product, whose parts are not available, which cannot perform as intended,
cannot be assembled and cannot be maintained without high life-cycle costs.
While technological advances continue developing, engineering decisions re-
garding when and how a new part will be used and the associated risks
with a new part and technology, diﬀerentiates the winning from the losing
products[25]. A method of managing future components obsolescence is pre-
dicting the part life cycle. The prediction of obsolescence enables engineers
to more eﬀectively supervise the diﬀerent stages of products with a longer
life cycle. Based on the projected life-cycle of the parts, the obsolescence
prediction methodology function as a critical element within parts selection
and management processes. The outcome might be reduced design repeti-
tions, inventory expenses, sustainment costs and an overall increase in life
cycle.
Integrated Circuit Engineering (ICE) was one of the ﬁrst to introduce the
Life Cycle Curve (LCC). ICE managed to present a curve useful in explain-
ing the stages of a products life. The method was ﬁrst used as predicting the
life cycle of components, where it according to Total Parts Plus[31], assigns
a number between 1 and 5 based on evaluating the potential of obsolescence
for each component. Subsequently it summarizes the average of the compo-
nent evaluations, and produces an obsolescence date for the complete circuit
board. Naturally, the method is misleading as it simply calculates an av-
erage of the complete system. With a mixture of diﬀerent components, as
graphically illustrated in Figure 7.2, the result would be erroneous and cause
a signiﬁcant cost to the project as a discontinuance notiﬁcation most likely
would surprise the engineering team. The graph presents three common
components with a generated average life cycle of each these components,
operational ampliﬁer 741, DRAM and a typical IC[31].
In 1992 the ﬁrst alternative to the LCC by ICE was introduced, this time
adding a variable that managed to project a safe window of usage for similar
components. With the increase in market and a decrease in life cycle of
components, the need for a speciﬁc device prediction made the methodology
useless[31]. Since then, there have been several attempts and eﬀorts to create
an algorithm or analysis method that accurately predicts the obsolescence of
components. A group that has managed to present a prediction method is
The Computer Aided Life Cycle Engineering (CALCE). CALCE’s method
has since the LCC’s introductions, added certain parameters that aﬀect both
time and performance for a more accurate prediction. Described below is the
fundamentally diﬀerent approach presented. Based on modeling the life cycle
curve for both devices and technology attributes the accuracy of this method
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Figure 7.2: An example of ICE’s LCC curve on three diﬀerent components[31]
is much more exact than presented earlier[25].
Identify Device and/or Technology Group
A device or technology group is a family of devices that share common tech-
nological and functional characteristics, but may be produced by diﬀerent
manufacturers. For example, a device or technology group is the set of all
16M, 5V, SOP, EDO DRAM’s regardless of its manufacturer.
Identify the Parts’ Primary and Secondary Attributes
A primary attribute is a characteristic that deﬁnes a device or technology
group. For example, the primary attribute for a memory device is memory
density. A secondary attribute is a characteristic of the device or technology
group that can modify the range for years to obsolescence and/or life cycle
stage of such a group. For example, the secondary attributes for a memory
device include package style and supply voltage.
Determine Number of Sources
Determine the number of sources for the device. If no sources can be found,
the device is either already obsolete or has not yet been manufactured.
Obtain Sales Data of Primary Attribute
Sales data is a direct indicator of the life cycle of the device or technology
group. The sales data may be in the form of number of units shipped,
or if unit-sales data is not available, sales in market dollars or percentage
market share may be used, if the total market does not increase appreciably
over time. The sales data is available from market research organizations.
However, referring to Section 7.4.1 there are certain diﬃculties associated
with retrieving such information.
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Construct Life Cycle Proﬁle
Life cycle curves depict the number of units shipped, although sales of a
device/technology group may be used if necessary, refer to the graphical
view of a life cycle in Figure 7.4. Each life cycle phase is deﬁned in terms
of its distance from the mean (µ) measured in standard deviations (σ) when
the life cycle curve is ﬁt with a Gaussian form. The zone of obsolescence is
deﬁned as the ordered pair: (µ + 2.5σ - p, µ + 3.5σ - p), where p is the
present date. This ordered pair gives the number of years from the present
to the beginning and end of the window of obsolescence.
Gaussian Distributions have been used by EIA, refer to section 2.3 on
page 18, as their product life cycle curve and hence are well known and
familiar to the equipment manufacturers. The equation of the life cycle
curve is:
f(x) = ke
−(x−µ)
2σ2 (7.1)
f(x) presents the relationship of the life cycle parameters with the primary
attribute. f(x) is deﬁned by the mean µ, which denotes the point in time of
the sales-peak of the curve, and the standard deviation σ. The factor k is
the sales peak, the number of units shipped, or the percentage demand.
Figure 7.3: The Life Cycle Forecasting methodology[25]
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Determine the Zone of Obsolescence
The zone of obsolescence is, by CALCE, referred to as the period in time
which the part has a high probability of becoming obsolete. The ordered
pair (µ + 2.5σ - p, µ + 3.5σ - p), presents the zone of obsolescence. The life
cycle stages are determined by dividing the life cycle curve for the primary
attribute into the introduction stage (µ - 3σ, µ - 2σ), growth stage (µ - 2σ,
µ - σ), maturity stage (µ - σ, µ + σ), decline (µ + σ, µ + 2σ) and phase
out stage (µ + 2σ, µ + 3σ).
Figure 7.4: Deﬁnitions for a standardized life cycle curve for a technology group[28]
7.4 Analyzing The Prediction Method
The part life cycle curve introduced, Figure 7.4, may be used as a prediction
tool in order to forecast future obsolescence and plan for system upgrades
and redesigns. The advantage with this method in comparison with similar
approaches, is that by using and relying on the market attributes that ac-
tually cause the reduction and increase in technology (such as memory and
supply voltage), the method has already adjusted to the reason of obsoles-
cence. Then it is possible to successfully predict an approximate obsolescence
date. The factor that makes the forecasting method discussed in the previ-
ous section a possible success, is that it computes the time to obsolescence
based on historical analysis of sales data for the technology and market.
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Gordon Moore managed to predict the future of the semiconductor industry
forty years ago. By using the information and historical data the last four
decades ago, it ought to be possible to predict the future obsolescence. The
prediction method presented in the preceding sections, include functions that
have a direct impact on a parts obsolescence, such as technology, function
and historical sales data. The method might be even more accurate by in-
cluding a price per part indication. As presented throughout this report, the
price of a part is also an indication of the life cycle it is currently positioned
in. By including this in the prediction analysis, a more accurate forecast
is possible. A second additional parameter that is believed to have an im-
pact on component obsolescence, is the number of part manufacturers and
suppliers. The number of components sources is included as a parameter
in the CALCE equation and forecast, but by adding a factor that indicates
the world semiconductor economy, the future manufacturer may be deter-
mined. Since the semiconductor market succeed the general economy, where
an increase of manufacturers go into business when the ﬁnancial aspect is
positive, there is an increase in manufacturers that go out of business when
the economy is negative[21].
7.4.1 Retrieving Data and Statistics
In order to test and analyze the accuracy of the equation 7.1, information and
real life test data are necessary. By retrieving shipping and sales history of
an already obsolete part number, it would be possible to determine how well
the algorithm is functioning. Since the obsolescence date is given, it would
be able to calculate and assessing the result of the equation. By using this
information along with adding the parameters such as price per part and the
general market economy data, it might be possible to improve the forecasting
method presented by CALCE. Subsequently illustrated is the equation 7.1
derived with regards to the diﬀerent parameters in order to meet the test
and real life data:
d
dk
f1(x, k, µ, σ)→ exp(−1
2
(x− µ)2
σ2
) (7.2)
d
dµ
f1(x, k, µ, σ)→ kx− µ
σ2
exp(
−1
2
(x− µ)2
σ2
) (7.3)
d
dσ
f1(x, k, µ, σ)→ k (x− µ)
2
σ3
exp(
−1
2
(x− µ)2
σ2
) (7.4)
A standardized e-mail was created and distributed to statistical, govern-
mental, military and other organizations, also to manufacturers, suppliers,
contractors and OEM’s. The objective was to retrieve sales history from two
to three ﬂash memory components and two to three microprocessor compo-
nents that had already been discontinued and were no longer in production
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with the original manufacturer. The reason for the choice of component
families was because of the importance of these parts and their signiﬁcance
on both cost and product life time if they turn obsolete. In addition to
the history data of these components, I requested information regarding the
introduction date along with the shipping history of both components that
were not discontinued. Retrieving this information would contribute to test-
ing the new and modiﬁed prediction algorithm with an actual discontinuance
date for the part numbers. All this data was meant to determine the error
of margin to the equation, 7.1 on page 65. Consequently, the objective was
to modify the equation and perhaps improve the accuracy by adding the
parameters mentioned. However, the information was cumbersome and dif-
ﬁcult to retrieve. After two years and approximately sixty e-mails later,
this report has not been able to receive any test material and/or real life
data. Unfortunately the idea of creating a possible documented improved
forecasting algorithm had to be abandoned. For detailed e-mails request and
responses, refer to Appendix A on page 82.
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8.1 Introduction
One of the ambitions when creating the survey, was to get an objective
view of the knowledge, eﬀorts and routines that were used by the Norwegian
electronic industry towards minimizing future obsolescence. When analyzing
the results from the study, one obvious shortcoming seemed to be the lack
of a collaborative environment. Mounkes[23], the director of supply chain
solutions at ARINC, wrote an article embracing the need of supply chain
collaboration in the electronic market. He pointed out that;
"US manufacturers have realized during the last couple of
years that to remain competitive in the face of increasing global
competition, collaboration is a sound, ﬁnancially advantageous
strategy, not to mention a rational investment.[23]"
The process of achieving and maintaining a successful collaborative environ-
ment, is however challenging as shown in the survey presented in Chapter 6.
Therefore it is important that the industry realizes the beneﬁts that arises
from, and with, such a collaborative environment. The following sections
describe the proﬁts that emerge when the industry work together, and sub-
sequently the process of implementing it successfully in the industry and
companies.
8.2 Reasons for a Collaborative Environment
In order to implement collaboration successfully in a company and especially
in a supply chain, it is important that there is a common understanding of
the need, reasons and beneﬁts for it. Companies have diﬀerent aspirations
and deﬁnitions of such an environment. Convincing the entire relevant sup-
ply network that the eﬀort and expense required to build a collaborative
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infrastructure will generate a return on investment (ROI) for everyone in-
volved, is challenging. A common question that often seems unanswered is;
why our company and what will we beneﬁt from it? In addition, there are
certain concerns related with matters such as security and trust. Compa-
nies are apprehensive, sometimes reluctant to share information retrieved
through research and other costly endeavors. Thus, it is important to make
the industry realize that collaboration is a sound investment that will beneﬁt
all parts of supply chain network.
The survey presented in Chapter 6, indicates the beneﬁts a company
receive when working in a collaborative environment. Figure 6.2 on page
44 display the responds from the time a company receives a Last Time Buy
(LTB) warning until the part is discontinued and unavailable. 53% acquires
between 6 and 12 months from the LTB warning is received until the part
is obsolete. The remainder of the recipients are irregularly spread, with a
majority attaining up to 6 months before the component is discontinued.
By investigating the group of 10% that answered 12 to 24 months, certain
features resemble these companies. Evidently, by receiving a notiﬁcation this
early, the company is left with a great advantage compared to the industry’s
average. A reason for the diverse results and beneﬁts of the 10%, might
be targeted at a collaborative environment. 9 out of 10 of these companies
have created teaming groups and relations with members of the supply chain
network. They have shared sensitive information concerning solutions, future
prospects and obstacles in order to increase the company’s knowledge of
part obsolescence. When studying Figure 6.2, the knowledge seems to have
progressed into cost eﬀective solutions and strategies assisting in prolonging
a system’s life cycle. From these results it is apparent that by working
together to resolve obsolescence issues, the commercial and military industry
could save both time and money by consolidating their requirements and
resolutions.
As the increase of the technology has progressed, the security measures
have perhaps not advanced in accordance with this evolution. An industry
with a challenging competition and ﬁnancially large amounts, need to bear in
mind the security risk that follows. Because a consequence of collaboration
in the industry, may be to increase and concentrate more on the security
measures, which in time is symptomatic to an increase in cost. However,
regular on-line, telephone meetings or an external Internet database may be
easily implemented and prevents redundant contact with conﬁdential com-
pany information.
According to Pﬂaging[26], Harvard Business Review reports that a 5%
increase in customer preservation may result in a 25% to 95% increase in
proﬁts from that relationship. Industry experts and business executives as-
sert that collaboration is a key enabler to react more quickly to changes in
supply and demand. It also requires real time access to reliable, discrete
information to make quick, accurate, proactive decisions that can dramati-
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cally improve supply chain performance. True collaboration goes far beyond
sharing forecasts
8.3 Supply Network Relationship
As discussed in Chapter 2, understanding the supply chain may also assist in
minimizing parts obsolescence. This is especially true in regards to creating
a successful collaborative environment. When working against, instead of
with the suppliers, distributors and manufacturers in the supply network,
the necessary information and support surrounding parts obsolescence may
be challenging to obtain. Therefore, a more integrated and win-win relation-
ship, such as collaboration, may be called for. Certainly, there will remain
some suppliers with whom a traditional buyer-seller relationship will suﬃce.
However, for the criticality of understanding and dealing with obsolescence
eﬃciently, a higher level of relationship is necessary. From Foucher’s descrip-
tion of the supply chain network in Table 2.1 on page 17, it is diﬃcult to
receive a reasonable view of the supply chain as it appear today. A modi-
ﬁed and improved illustration is presented in this report, refer to Table 8.1.
This view challenge Foucher’s Table by simplifying the structure. First of
all, Table 8.1 presents a top-to-bottom view, starting with the last link in
the chain – the end user. A product comes to a stop at the end user. The
end user receives the product from a value added reseller (VAR). A VAR
has in turn only made a couple of changes to the product, which the VAR
received from an original equipment manufacturer (OEM). The OEM assem-
ble individual parts into a system. The parts may originate directly from
the component manufacturer or from diﬀerent distributors. The distribu-
tors will have a closer relationship with a part manufacturer and most often
obtain improved discounts. Another alternative of an OEM is choosing a
contract manufacturer. This group of suppliers and clients has increased
rapidly during the last years, in 1999 contract manufacturers had a market
penetration of 13%, and by 2004 are expected to increase to 30%[24]. A con-
tract manufacturer may use distributors or retrieve information and products
directly from component manufacturers. A contract manufacturer’s obvious
advantage is their increased inﬂuence on manufacturers due to the large and
frequent orders, and consequently close relationship.
8.4 Implementing A Teaming Group
As presented in the previous sections, along with the survey in Chapter 6, a
small part of the electronic industry has implemented teaming groups with
apparent success. This section provides a description of the term and how
a teaming group functions eﬃciently. Through a subsequent consultation
process with these companies, followed by a literature research and my own
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A Revised Supply Chain
Part of Chain Description
Manufacturer Manufacturer of electronic components, e.g., logic devices,
microprocessors, and capacitors
Distributors In direct connection with component manufacturer. Becomes
a link between the OEM and the part manufacturer, usually
good relationship with their manufacturer(s) and receives last
time buys in good time. Having a good relationship with the
distributor, may help the OEMs to have a closer and better
control of their obsolescence problems.
Contract Manu-
facturer
Form partnerships with OEMs and provides logistics and
other services. A contract manufacturer may use distribu-
tors or purchase directly from a component manufacturer.
The services a contract manufacturer gets is usually better
then a smaller distributor or OEM. Mainly because of the
size and number of clients. In regards with discontinuance
notices and information about future obsolescence, their cus-
tomers are usual up to date.
Original Elec-
tronic Manufac-
turer(OEM)
The original manufacturer of a hardware system. Purchases
parts needed in their systems mostly through either con-
tract manufacturer, distributors or direct from the component
manufacturer.
Value Added Re-
seller(VAR)
Typically improves the original equipment manufacturers
product, by adding superior documentation, packaging, sys-
tem integration, and exterior ﬁnish.
End Users Users of the ﬁnal product like airlines, military operational
and combat divisions, data processing ﬁrms, and engineering
companies.
Table 8.1: A modiﬁed and present view of the Supply Chain
assumptions, there are certain guidelines that are necessary for a teaming
group to have maximum eﬀect. Obsolescence management strategies may be
applied and implemented on various levels at a company. The most eﬀective
however, seems to be related to engineering or procurement personnel. The
ones involved in these positions encounter the diﬃculties that component
obsolescence evoke and are capable of managing these problems. Strate-
gies associated with mitigating obsolescence risks within a teaming group,
need to be managed as a group and not concentrated on individuals at the
companies. It is however natural for one person to possess a managerial
position, but the strategies should include a larger group of employers. By
being a member of a Teaming Group it will require investment in both time
and eﬀort. In addition to the on-line database and/or other common in-
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ference, a periodically meeting might be appropriate. Team members may
communicate by telephone conference calls on a regularly basis and attend
meetings of three to ﬁve days duration once or twice a year. The telephone
conferences may be used to review the current agenda. During these phone
calls, program representatives provide any new information from their team
and share it with the group, while presenting diﬃculties, questions, solutions
and future ideas. In some cases, this information provides a way for other
program representatives to solve the diﬃculties. Teaming Group members
must also develop a list of obsolete part numbers (preferably in a database),
and periodically update it with the solutions for the program.
A database should contain information regarding discontinued or altered
components that in any way may aﬀect a system. The process of maintain-
ing a database needs the common understanding of each representative in
the Teaming Group to follow equal guidelines. First of all, once a company
is informed about a future obsolete component, the company’s obsolescence
management plan should be aﬀected. Implemented in this management plan
might be the process of registering the part number in the Teaming Group’s
database. As presented in the following chapter, Flow Chart Diagrams, all
useful and valuable information needs to be associated with the part num-
ber. If this is the ﬁrst registered incident containing that part number, any
subsequent company may save suﬃcient time and cost and take advantage
of the information that is registered. All additional information and regis-
tration with this part number is then notiﬁed to the respective companies
involved for possible collaboration.
An obsolescence Teaming Group should an eﬀective way to address com-
ponent obsolescence. As companies meet stronger competition and the bud-
gets for procuring and support activities continue to decrease, along with
a downsizing that reduce available resources, the Teaming Group becomes
increasingly essential to the electronics market. When consolidating require-
ments and sharing the cost of implementing resolutions, the electronics in-
dustry can save both time and money. Certain research has indicated that
employees can only learn, embrace, and integrate one new application per
year in addition to their existing work habits. With an implementation of
a collaborative environment, that single application may be extremely valu-
able.
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Flow State Diagrams
9.1 Introduction
The ﬂow charts presented in Figure 9.1 and 9.2 recapitulate the research
throughout this report. The management plan presented in the diagrams are
believed to better predict and manage component obsolescence, which in time
might prevent future discontinuations and maintain the necessary solutions
to deal with the problems. By assembling all of the diﬀerent solutions, the
two following state diagrams are created. Due to limited space the diagrams
have been split into a proactive and reactive section. Followed is a detailed
description of the two Figures 9.1 and 9.2.
9.2 Proactive State Diagram
For successful obsolescence management each company needs to develop and
implement an management plan prior to starting the process of ordering
or using components. This management plan should focus on educating
personnel, assign work instructions, creating a priority list, creating budgets
and creating a teaming group. When the management plan is complete,
the company may continue with locating components that will comprise
the product, refer to the proactive ﬂow diagram in Figure 9.1. If the part
number chosen is registered in the teaming database, it indicates that there
are problems with the particular component. Investigating the registered
incident and discovering that the proposed solutions or diﬃculties directs
into further problems, another component should be examined. If however,
the solutions are satisfactory it is possible to choose the part number and
continue.
If the part number is not registered in the teaming database it is vital
that the component is explored in detail. By performing life cycle assess-
ment, evaluating part manufacturers and discussing the matter with internal
engineers and personnel, the probability of a premature LTB warning may
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be avoided. If any of the preceding alternatives return a negative result it
should be discussed and evaluated if the component will succeed the neces-
sary life cycle.
When the component has been accepted it is necessary to brieﬂy look
at which alternative parts and/or manufacturers is available. The registered
information might be valuable if the component should discontinue prema-
turely. When the system is completely designed and components evaluated,
the overall solution should be discussed within the internal discussion group
and a health check date registered.
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YES
LOCATE A NEW
COMPONENT
NO
PART# REGISTERED IN
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NO
ANY OF THE ABOVE
WITH NEGATIVE
RESULTS?
PERFORM LIFE CYCLE
ASSESSMENT
EVALUATE MANUFACTURERS
LOCATE/REGISTER
ALTERNATIVE
PARTS/MANUFACTURERS
NO
YES
SYSTEM/PARTS READY
FOR PRODUCTION
PREPARE/DISCUSS
POSSIBLE REACTIVE
SOLUTIONS
CREATE/USE INTERNAL
DECISION GROUPS
ESTABLISH CASE AND
COLLABORATE/INVESTIGATE
SOLUTION(S)
REGISTER ANNUAL
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FINISHED
PLAN AND EVALUATE
SYSTEM/PART
OBSOLESCENCE
MANAGEMENT
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DOES THE PART# 
AND/OR SOLUTIONS 
SATISFY SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
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Depends on the quality and degree of
information that is shared. If it is sufficient
and satisfies the management plan it is
possible to skip or complete the proactive
evaluation process to the left.
Figure 9.1: Proactive Methods
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9.3 Reactive State Diagram
Whenever a LTB warning is registered or a component is discovered as ob-
solete, the reactive state diagram is exercised. Since a reactive approach
and solution usually is associated with substantial cost it is essential that a
thorough health check is performed to avoid unnecessary expenditures.
If the part number is registered in the teaming database, another com-
pany has already discovered diﬃculties with the component. If it is compli-
cated to retrieve a common solution with this or these companies, the process
of ensuring that there is EOL support, any possible alternate sources or con-
vincing the manufacturer to supply should be investigated. If neither of
these alternatives are successful, possible solutions should be evaluated in
accordance with Chapter 4 and one of the possible reactive solutions such
as substitution, LOT Buy, redesign, etc. Whenever a cost eﬀective solution
is possible, it needs to be registered and informed. Whenever the obsolete
component is evaluated according to the reactive management plan and a
solution is feasible, it is important and necessary to continue exploring the
complete circuit board for any unexpected LTB warnings or discontinuances.
Only when the complete system is assessed, a reactive solution may be com-
pletely evaluated, as any new obsolescence on the same circuit board may be
critical. Therefore there should be performed a test that reveals any obsolete
components and/or components that have reached the decline stage and are
soon to be discontinued. If either of these matters are discovered, the reactive
process starts over again until the complete circuit board is evaluated.
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Figure 9.2: Reactive Methods
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Summary of Part II
Just as there is an increase in the electronics market, there is an increase
in component obsolescence. However, the eﬀorts of solving and minimiz-
ing obsolescence does not seem to correspond with the respective evolution.
The attention seem to be directed towards the more conventional reactive
solutions, instead of the proactive eﬀorts and management. It seems as a
signiﬁcant number of companies design for future obsolescence, instead of
designing with obsolescence in mind. The survey of the Norwegian electronic
industry seem to present an accurate view of the obsolescence problem in re-
gards to the electronic industry. Based on these results, several proactive
measures actually reduce future obsolescence and allow for a better system
and cost management. Part II subsequently presents the solutions that has a
signiﬁcant eﬀect on minimizing future part obsolescence; collaboration and
life cycle understanding and assessment. By establishing a collaborative
environment within the supply chain network, it will enable companies to
respond to the changes in the electronic industry more rapidly. The other
major proactive eﬀort discussed is the review the life cycle process of a com-
ponent and a system. The life cycle mismatch between a component and
a product, might be prevented when being able to analyze the component
data. It is not necessary to be able to predict an accurate discontinuance
date, it might be suﬃcient just to understand when a component enters the
decline stage in order to reduce future cost and prolong product’s life cycle.
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Conclusion and Future Work
There is an unquestionable merit in devoting resources to optimize the reac-
tive management of obsolescence in order to save expenses. However, from
the documentation of this report, much larger savings may be possible if
methods are targeted at a proactive design. Methodologies that address
how to optimally design a system are needed in order to manage both the
inevitable obsolescence problems and the technology insertions. When the
expected lifetime of parts is available during the system’s design phase, then
more strategic pro-active approaches that enable the estimation of lifetime
costs are possible. Even with data that is incomplete or uncertain, the oppor-
tunity for cost savings is still potentially signiﬁcant with the application of
these decision making methods. There are several real payoﬀs from proactive
life cycle planning that reactive optimization will never be able to provide.
Proactive treatment of electronic part obsolescence has the potential to pro-
vide the engineer with the ability to predict, as early as possible, how to
best design and plan the system. By including the knowledge and experi-
ence which is present in the supply chain network, well deﬁned and successful
obsolescence mitigation strategies are possible. Through such a collabora-
tive environment where the information is commonly distributed and shared,
costs are decreased and obsolescence awareness increased. Successful obso-
lescence management in the future, might be operating in an environment
of well-integrated supply networks communicating through web-based infor-
mation systems. Because based on the background information, military
documentation, industry standards and the diﬀerent surveys; it is appar-
ent that the solution to reduce component obsolescence does not have to be
neither costly or complex, it needs to be deliberate and organized.
11.1 Future Work
Unfortunately the life cycle prediction algorithm was not further investigated
and analyzed, refer to Section 7.4.1. This is an area that unquestionably
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will reduce future component obsolescence, the problem however lies with
the reliability. But, in order to check the reliability it is important to have
some data to test the algorithm against. When the insuﬃciencies have been
discovered, it is possible to further improve the algorithm by including or
redeﬁning certain parameters.
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Correspondence
As noted in Section 7.4.1, there has been several attempts in order to retrieve
information such as a part’s sale history, statistics and other component rel-
evant information. In 2003, when I ﬁrst started the work with this paper, I
primarily contacted OEM’s, distributors, contract manufacturers and other
oﬃcial organizations that have a major part in the semiconductor market.
During spring semester of 2005 and not one positive response later, I in-
cluded, in the e-mail, a proposition to pay for the statistical information
that would assist me in this paper. However, not even this contributed to
a positive feedback. The common response was usually a polite rejection,
based on either the conﬁdentiality to customers and/or to their members.
As I never imagined this to be a considerable problem, the ﬁrst e-mails from
2003 have unfortunately been deleted from my mail database. However, the
following presents some e-mails that is not subject to a conﬁdentiality note.
The additional e-mails are being presented in a separate document, if needed,
to the censor. Because in each request I have pointed out, either by phone or
in the e-mail, that there will be two other people looking at the information.
Subject: RE: statistical data
From: "Barbara H. Smith" <bhs@wsts.org>
Date: Tue, November 23, 2004 17:51
To: "’Thor-Arne Lovland’" <thoralo@ifi.uio.no>
Cc: "ESIA - Flora Petrucci" <fpetrucci@eeca.be>
Options: View Full Header | View Printable Version | Add to Addressbook
Dear Mr. Lovland:
I am very sorry that WSTS cannot assist you. Our mission is to provide data
for our member companies and to be a member a company must be a manufacturer
of semiconductors.
I suggest that you contact Ms. Flora Petrucci of ESIA (fpetrucci@eeca.be).
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ESIA may have a policy for providing information to students.
Best Regards,
Barbara Smith
Assistant to Administrator
WSTS, Inc.
bhs@wsts.org
-----Original Message-----
From: Thor-Arne Lovland [mailto:thoralo@ifi.uio.no]
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2004 6:36 AM
To: hb@wsts.org; bhs@wsts.org
Subject: statistical data
Dear Smith and Breitenbach!
I am master student at the University of Oslo. My paper is about "component
obsolescence" and the problems it causes, and locate some methods for making
it easier to predict and/or minimize the problems it causes.
I realize that this request may be bold, however it is hard, if not
impossible for me as a student to retrieve such information. What I wondered
was if I could statistical data on the semiconductor market the last decade,
from sales of components and so forth? Also if I could get the data on how
many semiconductor manufacturers that has been put out of business every
year? I want to prove that by looking at the market economy, one may be able
to predict future obsolescence of certain components. I know this is a lot
to ask, but if it was possible i could maybe get access to the members area
for a couple of days, as a guest, so that i could collect the data necasery?
Thank you so much for your help, if you want to check whether i am a student
or no, my guidance tutor, is professor Jim Tørresen.
Med Vennlig Hilsen/Sincerely
Thor-Arne Løvland, Master student at University of Oslo, Norway
Subject: RE: statistical data
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From: "Hartwin Breitenbach" <hb@wsts.org>
Date: Tue, November 23, 2004 20:23
To: "Thor-Arne Lovland" <thoralo@ifi.uio.no>
Cc: bhs@wsts.org
Options: View Full Header | View Printable Version | Add to Addressbook
Dear Mr. Lovland,
I am quite sorry that we cannot be of help for two reasons:
1.. WSTS market statistics are consolidated data. Nothing is contained
therein that refers to a specific (single) product or to a specific
manufacturer.
2.. Access to WSTS statistics is only available to WSTS member companies.
As WSTS is funded by its members the bylaws do not allow any sharing of
proprietary information.
Kind regards
Hartwin Breitenbach - WSTS GmbH
mailto:hb@wsts.org
Tel: +43 (316) 4734922
Fax: +43 (316) 4734921
Mobil: +43 (699) 10889420
-----Original Message-----
From: Thor-Arne Lovland [mailto:thoralo@ifi.uio.no]
Sent: 23 November, 2004 15:36
To: hb@wsts.org; bhs@wsts.org
Subject: statistical data
Dear Smith and Breitenbach!
I am master student at the University of Oslo. My paper is about
"component obsolescence" and the problems it causes, and locate some methods
for making it easier to predict and/or minimize the problems it causes.
I realize that this request may be bold, however it is hard, if not
impossible for me as a student to retrieve such information. What I wondered
was if I could statistical data on the semiconductor market the last decade,
from sales of components and so forth? Also if I could get the data on how
many semiconductor manufacturers that has been put out of business every
year? I want to prove that by looking at the market economy, one may be able
to predict future obsolescence of certain components. I know this is a lot
to ask, but if it was possible i could maybe get access to the members area
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for a couple of days, as a guest, so that i could collect the data necasery?
Thank you so much for your help, if you want to check whether i am a
student or no, my guidance tutor, is professor Jim Tørresen.
Med Vennlig Hilsen/Sincerely
Thor-Arne Løvland, Master student at University of Oslo, Norway
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Software Programming
In regards to the survey, there has been signiﬁcant work associated with the
publishing and analyzing process. As noted in Chapter 6, the survey was
posted on the Internet. By programming the survey in a HTML language
and using ’Form’ function of the HTML language, the survey was easily cor-
responded with Perl. Perl is a language that writes scripts that may dictate
the output from a web program in an organized manner. The following sec-
tions present the background and source code of the various programs that
have been created during the process of the survey. Due to the signiﬁcant
size of programming, I am not able to present all of the code in this report.
Therefore, the complete source code is attached in an additional document
of this report.
B.1 Java
The following java code performs an analysis of all the answers received from
the Internet survey. Since the interview procedure was performed on Internet
and the analysis process most likely would turn into a cumbersome eﬀort, I
decided rather early to create a program that would perform this process.
The Java ﬁle reads the text ﬁle produced by Perl named ’Survey.out’.
The questions have been entered into a ’hashtable’ with the corresponding
answers. Consequently each necessary output is obtainable. The functions
that have been used in order to analyze the results are: 1)Display all the an-
swers of one single question. 2)Display the answers from one chosen company.
3)Compare the answers of two companies. 4)Display all of the participants.
5)Display all comments. By comparing these alternatives it was possible to
get a clear view of all the answers and the diﬀerent relations amongst the
companies. For instance, option ’1)’ produce the answer of all the companies
to a given question. By looking at certain types of answers it was possible to
further analyze the corresponding company. Then, if there were one or more
responds that seemed to be repeated, I was able to look at ’2)’ and look at
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all the answers from one company. If the answers seemed to resemble each
other, or there were any other point to address, I compared two companies
and their results to each other by using ’3)’.
System.out.println(" 14c\n");
System.out.println(" *** - "+svar1);
System.out.println(" Aldri - "+svar2);
System.out.println(" Sjelden - "+svar3);
System.out.println(" Av og Til - "+svar4);
System.out.println(" Ofte - "+svar5);
System.out.println("\n");
svar1 = 0; svar2 = 0; svar3 = 0; svar4 = 0; svar5 = 0;
for(Enumeration e = firmareg.keys(); e.hasMoreElements(); )
{
String name = (String)e.nextElement();
Firma f = (Firma) firmareg.get(name);
if(f.fjortend.equals("***"))svar1++;
if(f.fjortend.equals("Aldri"))svar2++;
if(f.fjortend.equals("Sjelden"))svar3++;
if(f.fjortend.equals("Av og Til"))svar4++;
if(f.fjortend.equals("Ofte"))svar5++;
}
System.out.println(" 14d\n");
System.out.println(" *** - "+svar1);
System.out.println(" Aldri - "+svar2);
System.out.println(" Sjelden - "+svar3);
System.out.println(" Av og Til - "+svar4);
System.out.println(" Ofte - "+svar5);
System.out.println("\n");
svar1 = 0; svar2 = 0; svar3 = 0; svar4 = 0; svar5 = 0;
System.out.println("\n\n\n");
}
public static void Meny() throws IOException
{
int inntast = 0;
do
{
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System.out.println("");
System.out.println("");
System.out.println("");
System.out.println("");
System.out.println("");
System.out.println("");
System.out.println("");
System.out.println("\t*****Thor Arnes Hovedfags Undersøkelse*****");
System.out.println("");
System.out.println("\t *****MENY****");
System.out.println("\t---------------------");
System.out.println("\t1-Vis svarene til et firma");
System.out.println("\t2-Vis svarene til alle firmaene");
System.out.println("\t3-Vis svar til et spørsmål");
System.out.println("\t4-Vis svarene til et valgt firmatype");
System.out.println("\t5-Vis en sammenligning av to ulike firmaer"
System.out.println("\t6-Vis alle deltagerne i undersøkelsen");
System.out.println("\t7-Vis alle kommentarer");
System.out.println("\t0-Avslutt Program");
System.out.println("");
System.out.println("");
System.out.print("\tTast ditt valg : ");
inntast = tastatur.inInt();
System.out.println("");
switch(inntast)
{
case 0 : System.out.println("\tTakk for nå!"); return;
case 1 : visfirma(); break;
case 2 : allesprsml(); break;
case 3 : sjekkeSprsml(); break;
case 4 : firmatype(); break;
case 5 : sammenligneFirma(); break;
case 6 : visallefirma(); break;
case 7 : visallekommentarer(); break;
default : System.out.println("\tTast bare tall mellom 1-7.");
}//end switch
}while(inntast != 0);
}
public static void main(String[] args)throws IOException
{
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LesFraFil();
Meny();
}
public static void LesFraFil()throws IOException
{
Firma firma;
String firmanavn = "|", epost = "|", firmatype = "|",
ansatte = "|", ena = "|", enb = "|", enc = "|",
end = "|", ene = "|",enf = "|", eng = "|", to = "|",
trea = "|", treb = "|", trec = "|",tred = "|", firea = "|",
fireb = "|", firec = "|", fired = "|", firee = "|",
firef = "|", fireg = "|", fireh = "|", firei = "|",
fem = "|", seks = "|", sju = "|", otte = "|",
nia = "|", nib = "|", tia = "|", tib = "|", tic = "|",
tid = "|", tie = "|", tif = "|", tig = "|", tih = "|",
tii = "|", tij = "|", tik = "|", til = "|", ellevea = "|",
elleveb = "|", ellevec = "|", tolva = "|", tolvb = "|",
tretten = "|", fjortena = "|", fjortenb = "|", fjortenc = "|",
fjortend = "|", fjortene = "|", fjortenf = "|";
B.2 HTML
This section presents the details of the actual survey and the HTML code
that has been used to create it.
As illustrated below, I have used Javascript in order to create a pop up
window to describe the purpose of the survey, refer to Section 6.5 and the
reasons for this information. The rest of the HTML coding has been created
using the ’form’ function in order to create a presentable questionnaire. The
’form’ function also works well with the CGI Perl script, and whenever the
questionnaire was completed the information is sent to the ’surveysumm.cgi’
ﬁle, refer to Appendix B.3.
<html>
<head>
<script language="JavaScript">
newWindow=window.open("informasjon.htm","informasjon","HEIGHT=400,WIDTH=600,
scrolling=yes,resize=yes");
newWindow.focus();
</script>
<title>Spørreundersøkelse</title>
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<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" text="#000000" ONLOAD="newWindow()"><!---->
<table align="left" width="100%" height="100%">
<tr>
<td>
<p align="center"><font size="4"><b><u>Spørreundersøkelse om problemet
komponenters begrensede levetid (LTB)</u></b></font></p>
<div align="left">
<form name="hovedfags_undersokelse" method="post" action="surveysumm.cg
<table cellpadding="2">
<tr>
<td> <label for="firmanavn">Firmanavn (kan være anonym id): </l
<input type="text" name="firmanavn">
</td>
<td>
<label for="ansatte">Antall ansatte: </label>
<input type="number" name="ansatte" value="0" size="6">
</td>
<td>
<label for="firmatype">Hvilket type firma: </label>
</td>
<td width="180">
<input type="radio" name="firmatype" value="Utviklingsbedrift/produkteier">
<font size="-1">Uviklingsbedrift/produkteier</font><br>
<input type="radio" name="firmatype" value="Kontraktsprodusent">
<font size="-1">Kontraktsprodusent</font><br>
<input type="radio" name="firmatype" value="Komponentleverandør">
<font size="-1">Komponentleverandør</font><br>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="4">
<br>
<p><b>LTB = Last Time Buy: Hardware komponenter som går ut av
produksjon og dermed ikke vil være mulig å få
kjøpt i nær fremtid.</b></p><br>
<p><b>Denne undersøkelsen vil bli behandlet konfidensielt og skal
utelukkende benyttet til å få en oversikt over problemer og
eventuelle løsninger på LTB problemet. Vi ønsker videre å publisere
en analyse av mottatt respons på undersøkelsen, men ingen navn vil
bli nevnt eller være identifiserbare.</b></p><br>
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<label for="e-post">Dersom du ønsker en tilbakemelding om analysen av
undersøkelsen, vennligst oppgi e-post adresse:</label><br>
<input type="text" name="epost" size="35"><br>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<!-- Spørsmål 1 -->
<table width="80%" border="0" cellpadding="2">
<tr>
<td width="10"><b><u>1)</u></b></td>
<td colspan="2">
<label for="question1"><p><u><b>Hvordan blir bedriften klar over et
LTB-problem som angår et produkt(er) i din bedrift?</b></u></p></label>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="10" valign="top"><b>a)</b></td>
<td valign="top"><label for="question1a">Komponentleverandør gir
<i>direkte</i> beskjed (uavhengig om bestilling er lagt inn):
</label>
</td>
<td>
<select name="question1a">
<option>&nbsp;
<option>Aldri
<option>Sjelden
<option>Av og Til
<option>Ofte
</select>
</td>
</tr>
B.3 CGI Perl
The following section describes the CGI Perl script that converts the HTML
form into a text ﬁle, subsequently read by the Java program. First of all some
standard deﬁnitions set out by Perl are described, then the ﬁle ’survey.out’
is opened and all the answers are printed divided by |. Whenever a company
completed the survey, an e-mail was created and sent to my mailbox so that
I was able to continuously keep track of participants. The last part of the
script shows opens up a new HTML web page and thanks the participants for
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their time and eﬀort. Followed is the description of the ﬁle ’surveysumm.cgi’
and at the end the output ﬁle ’survey.out’
#!/usr/local/bin/perl
print "Content-type:text/html\n\n";
read(STDIN, $buffer, $ENV{’CONTENT_LENGTH’});
@pairs = split(/&/, $buffer);
foreach $pair (@pairs) {
($name, $value) = split(/=/, $pair);
$value =~ tr/+/ /;
$value =~ s/%([a-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9])/pack("C", hex($1))/eg;
$value =~ s/\n/ /g; # replace newlines with spaces
$value =~ s/\r//g; # remove hard returns
$value =~ s/\cM//g; # delete ^M’s
$FORM{$name} = $value;
}
$teller = 0;
open(OUTF,">> survey.out") or dienice("Couldn’t open survey.out for
writing: $!");
# This locks the file so no other CGI can write to it at the
# same time...
flock(OUTF,2);
# Reset the file pointer to the end of the file, in case
# someone wrote to it while we waited for the lock...
seek(OUTF,0,2);
print OUTF "$FORM{’firmanavn’} | $FORM{’epost’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’firmatype’} | $FORM{’ansatte’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question1a’} | $FORM{’question1b’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question1c’} | $FORM{’question1d’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question1e’} | $FORM{’question1f’} | $FORM{’question1g’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question2’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question3a’} | $FORM{’question3b’} | $FORM{’question3c’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question3d’} | $FORM{’question4a’} | $FORM{’question4b’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question4c’} | $FORM{’question4d’} | $FORM{’question4e’} | ";
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print OUTF "$FORM{’question4f’} | $FORM{’question4g’} | $FORM{’question4h’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question4i’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question5’} | $FORM{’question6’} | $FORM{’question7’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question8’} | $FORM{’question9a’} | $FORM{’question9b’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question10a’} | $FORM{’question10b’} |
$FORM{’question10c’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question10d’} | $FORM{’question10e’} |
$FORM{’question10f’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question10g’} | $FORM{’question10h’} |
$FORM{’question10i’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question10j’} | $FORM{’question10k’} |
$FORM{’question10l’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question11a’} | $FORM{’question11b’} |
$FORM{’question11c’} | $FORM{’question12a’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question12b’} | $FORM{’question13’} |
$FORM{’question14a’} | ";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question14b’} | $FORM{’question14c’} | $FORM{’question14d’} |
";
print OUTF "$FORM{’question14e’} | $FORM{’question14f’} | slutt \n";
#
# send a message to the script owner that info has been sent to the user.
#
# sendmail -n ignores alias file.
# sendmail -t examines stdin for To: list of addressees
# sendmail -oi does not stop with a line containing only a period
#
open (MAIL, "| /usr/lib/sendmail -oi -n -t" );
print MAIL <<MAIL_MESSAGE;
To:thoralo\@ifi.uio.no
From:thoralo\@ifi.uio.no
Nå har noen fra firma: $FORM{’firmanavn’}, svart på undersøkelsen.
Dersom de ønsker tilbakemelding er det pr. mail på: $FORM{’epost’}
MAIL_MESSAGE
close MAIL;
close(OUTF);
print <<EndHTML;
<html><head><title>Thank You</title></head>
<body>
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<table align="center">
<tr>
<td>
<h2>Tusen Takk!</h2>
Takk for din deltagelse.<p>
</td>
</tr>
</table
</body></html>
EndHTML
sub dienice {
my($msg) = @_;
print "<h2>Error</h2>\n";
print $msg;
exit;
}
Followed is one of the received answers written to the ﬁle ’survey.out’ by
the CGI code described:
CONFIDENTIAL | *** | Uviklingsbedrift/produkteier | 0 | Ofte | Ofte | Ofte |
Ofte | Av og Til | Sjelden | *** | 0-6mnd | 0-1år | 0-3år | 0-3år | Ofte |
Av og Til | Sjelden | Aldri | Sjelden | Sjelden | Sjelden | Av og Til |
Ofte | *** | 0-15% | Sjelden | Sjelden | mindre oversikt enn oss |
Sjelden | Sjelden | Ofte | *** | Aldri | *** | Ofte | Ofte | Aldri |
Av og Til | Av og Til | Aldri | Sjelden | *** | Ofte | Av og Til |
*** | Av og Til | *** | *** | Sjelden | Sjelden | Av og Til | Sjelden |
*** | *** | slutt
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